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(read that as our research department cocked up… again)
Last issue, on page 4, Keith wrote “Peter Gold who, as many of you may not be aware, is the son
of bandleader from the golden days of the dance bands, Harry Gold and his Pieces Of Eight.”
As soon as the magazine went live, we received the following from Peter Gold which we are
happy to print, along with some of his photos, to avoid any confusion.
Hi Guys,
Just seen the latest TFTW mag, so have to put the record straight. My father was Benny Gold and
nothing to do with the more famous Harry Gold. I've attached full details and photos for your records.
Sincerest regards,
Pete Gold.

H. R. Gold
Hyman Reuben Goldstein, (known as Benny Gold) 20/9/1904 –
6/9/1980, name officially changed by deed poll in November 1944
to Hyman Reuben Gold. He was born in Whitechapel, East
London, the eldest of four children. His parents were Myer
Goldstein (master tailor from Poland, 1880-1933) and Sarah Ray
Goldman (from Moscow, 1882 -17/1/1960) married 22/11/1903.
(Family photo c 1912/13)
The family moved to
Newcastle-upon-Tyne pre WW1 where Myer Goldstein
worked making Army uniforms. After the end of the War the
family returned to London and settled in Ilford. Ben Gold by
this time was now a master tailor and also became a
musician playing the saxophone, clarinet and violin. At a date
unknown (circa 1922) he became a member of the Marcus
Shaw Ambassador Orchestra (see photo - BG far right)
Some time after this, he
became a member of the Howard Baker Delphians Dance
Band. He formed his own band (Benny Gold and his Band)
some while later and worked in a semi-professional role prior to
and during WW2. (Photo circa 1950 - BG centre).
The band became fairly
well known in the East
End of London and throughout the City of London playing
dinner dances in most of London’s Hotels. During the War he
was recruited into the Home Guard and
became leader of the East London Army
Band. A smaller unit played throughout the
War years.
Following the war his band continued playing
up until 1977. I joined the band in 1959 (age
14) and continued until 1977. (Newspaper
clipping of me far right with father next to me
c 1974).
Peter Gold
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Dan Dare says:

“I may be the Pilot of the
Future but I like my music
from the past so... HOLD THE
THIRD PAGE!”
Hi Gang
Welcome to Issue 75 of Tales From The Woods Magazine, kicking
my column off with some fine news indeed. Come Sunday 13th
July the long established Americana Festival in Leicestershire will
be paying host to our wonderful six piece Tales From The Woods
Band alongside British Rock’n’Roll singer and very good friend of
us all here at TFTW, Robb Shenton. I know that this weekender of
Roots American music is quite rightly very popular with many
Woodies and I certainly look forward to
finally meeting up at this festival, sharing a
beer with you in what I am sure will be a
long weekend of glorious sunshine. If, like
me, many a year seems to pass by with
every good intention of promising one’s self
to attend this great festival but somehow
never seeming to make it through domestic
callings or never decreasing work load, it’s
a great opportunity to say “To hell with the
leaky kitchen tap, the overgrown garden, the blocked guttering.” Head on up
to Leicestershire and give a deafening roar of welcome when Robb and the
TFTW Band step out upon that giant stage.
Americana International Festival 2014
Thursday 10th to Sunday 13th July 2014
Prestwold Airfield, Loughborough, Leicestershire, LE12 5SQ (New Venue)

Whilst on the subject of giant stages, one a little smaller in size but huge in terms of success was
that downstairs at the Spice Of Life, at the time of writing less than a week past on Sunday 29th
when American Rock’n’Roll Legend from California, Roddy Jackson and one of the finest voices on
the British scene and no stranger to a TFTW stage Cliff Edmonds performed fantastic sets apiece
at this venue backed up by the best backing band in the UK.
Well, you know of whom I am talking. Yes!! The Tales From The Woods Band, in all its six piece
glory. I won’t go into detail here as others no doubt will expose their erudite writings laced with their
acerbic wit elsewhere within these hallowed pages. Suffice to say it was a triumph for all involved.
We all certainly not only immensely enjoyed Roddy’s performance but enjoyed in equal measure the
company of he and his wife Kate. We look forward to having them back with us in the not too distant
future. In the meantime Roddy and Kate, we hope you enjoy our magazine and being a Woodie
member, also that you enjoyed your few day’s stay, sight-seeing in London.
It was our virginal debut at this small but very well equipped basement venue in central London just
a stone’s throw from our natural home the Borderline, just a few minutes walk from Leicester Square
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tube station. You certainly can’t get much more
central than that, We shall most certainly be
back there in the not too distant future.
The show was recorded live by our good friends
Radio Sutch… no doubt you saw Denis upon
that slightly raised balcony, tripod and mike in
hand for the entire evening. Fingers crossed it
should be joining the list of shows that have
been so faithfully prepared, edited and
broadcast each and every Wednesday at 9pm,
Internet only I am afraid, for you folks amongst
us who are as yet to enter the digital age.
A few feet from Denis was another man with a
tripod, this one with camera attached. For those
who were lucky to be there on this historical
evening, both for Rock’n’Roll and TFTW, a face
no doubt familiar to many was that of Bob from
the Archive Film Agency who has so
meticulously filmed so many of our shows. I am sure that you would like to share with me in offering
our gratitude to them both for their fantastic work past, present and future for us all here at Tales
From The Woods, so that these wonderful artists’ performances are preserved for posterity for
future generations to enjoy. Thank you Bob, thank you Denis.
It was wonderful to see so many friends and fans alike at Roddy and Cliff’s show on the 29th, many
as always travelling considerable distances to be there. Thank you all, we look forward to the next
time.
That brings me on nicely to January 26th at London’s Borderline Venue, natural home for our annual
2is Reunion/British Rock’n’Roll Heritage Show, this being incredibly No 9 in the series. Tickets are
now on sale both via TFTW and the Borderline, the latter naturally are unable to provide the Woodie
discount which has to come through us.
I am pleased to say that tickets are already selling quite well so it might be an idea to get your
cheque in the post or by the PayPal method so as not to find yourselves disappointed. I shall be
bringing a batch of tickets along to all our future Gang Meet Up evenings upon the last Friday of
each month at a central London location. Details of these events as always are posted well in
advance on our website.
There is just one alteration to the line-up which has now been advertised on our amended flyer that,
due to circumstances beyond his control, Lee Curtis will not be with us in January at the Borderline.
He will however be joining us on our Joe Meek night, again at the aforementioned Borderline on 21st
April. His place will be more than adequately occupied by the first ever piano playing Rock'n'Roller
ever to perform on Merseyside or indeed possibly elsewhere in the UK, way back in 1957. I refer to
Sam Hardie, the one time Domino will be rockin’ the boards of the Borderline stage, making his
TFTW debut on the 26th day of the first month of 2014. I shall be telling all you good Woodie folk
more about our April show in our December issue.
For three wonderful days on 21st, 22nd and 23rd of September, along with a few other like minded
Woodies including Bill Haynes who sits upon the committee of the British Music Hall Society, it was
they who were celebrating the fifty years of existence of the British Music Hall Society who have
done so much gallant work and given many hours of their time to preserve this uniquely British art
form, Music Hall and Variety Theatre. Again other dedicated Woodie scribes will tell you about these
three wonderful days spent in the company of so many legendary names of theatre, radio, TV, and
big screen, recalling names and times past from the glory days of Variety including Roy Hudd, Ken
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Dodd, June Whitfield, from a later age Jools Holland and a
man who has graced a Tales From The Woods stage twice
and making it a third come 21st April 2014, Chas Hodges.
Also treading the boards of the near 170 year old Wilton’s
Music Hall was Chas’s daughter Kate Garner who, as those
of you who were there will remember, performed for us at this
very magazine’s tenth anniversary party at a London Bridge
pub venue a couple of years ago.
Also on the bill over these three days (although sadly I was
not there in time to see his appearance) was Archie Andrews,
the fifties favourite wooden dummy in company of his new
boss and tutor ventriloquist, Steve Hewlett. You may recall that we were the first to announce this
forever 12 year old schoolboy’s return to the stage in the pages of this magazine, then upon the eve
of a summer season at Cromer pier Theatre a while back.
For those who are either far too young to remember or live outside of the United Kingdom, Archie
Andrews along with ventriloquist the late Peter Brough, were part of a highly successful radio show
which ran for many years in the 1950s entitled Educating Archie and was responsible for nurturing
many talented performers who went on to enjoy long careers in show business. On the radio not
once did you ever see Peter Brough’s lips move when Archie spoke.
Wilton’s Music Hall was saved for the nation by many hard working people, both famous and not so,
who dedicated many long hours of their lives to saving this wonderful historical theatre for the nation
just a few minutes’ walk from Tower Of London. Tucked away down a narrow quiet side street just
off the once notorious Cable Street, you will find Wilton’s. Pop in, have a drink at the bar, marvel at
the work done and still being carried out, catch a show if you can, I am sure you will be delighted by
the experience.
In Issue 74 in our obituary pages we wrongly attributed a photo of drummer Dick
Richards for that of fellow Comet who sadly passed away, bass player Marshall
Lytle. On behalf of all at TFTW I would like to apologise to Dick Richards for this
error and all devoted fans out there of Bill Haley and His Comets and all our
readers, at the same time thanking Mr Paul Barrett, the legendary Rock’n’Roll
agent for bringing this to our attention. Paul asked me to include in this apology
that he was instrumental in bringing the Comets back to the UK in the first instance.
We apologise unreservedly for both the error and omission.
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As we approach the section of my column where it is the duty of Tales From The Woods to report
the passing of so many of our musical heroes which of late has reached a point of near saturation
and it is very difficult to keep up.
in the last few weeks we have lost Jackie Lomax, Mac Curtis, Marvin Rainwater, Lewis Lymon to
name but four, and they join a sad list that await my obituary pen including that of Bobby Bland. We
strive to see that all these legendary names are given the send-off they deserve. Please bear with
us if you think a deserving name has, as yet, to be mentioned… as time and space allow we will do
our best.
Tales From The Woods raises a glass and says farewell to
Blues musician T-Model Ford who died on the 16th July
aged 89.
To say that T-Model Ford came to music professionally late
in life would be a huge understatement. It would be the final
decade of the last century before he came to the attention
of mostly white blues enthusiasts in the wake of other, what
is generally referred to as north Mississippi hill country
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blues, musicians who belatedly found recognition and a certain amount of wealth and fame in their
later years, such as R L Burnside, and Junior Kimbrough. T-Model’s music however was even
rawer, stuck in an even more hypnotic groove from which he was unable or unwilling to deviate. Like
them though he played the blues as a living entity, as though the passage of time and fashion did
not mean a dam thing.
Born James Lewis Carter Ford on 20th June 1924 in Forrest, Mississippi, in his own words he
explained to Living Blues Magazine some seven years back that he grew up tough from childhood,
working the family farm, never the opportunity to play with other children. Neither did he attend one
day of school in his entire life. Clothes could never be afforded, they simply wore what was given.
Once legally of age for employment he followed his father into a sawmill, and it was here that he
acquired his nick name T-Model by his white boss for whom he drove a logging truck.
T-Model’s life is beyond the imagination of any horror writer;
beaten so badly between his legs at age eight by his father
with a piece of firewood that he lost a testicle, ankles scarred
by many years on the chain gang, serving a sentence for
killing a man in a barroom altercation with a pen-knife, neck
scarred too, after one of his five wives slashed his throat. He
watched his first wife walk off with his father, another died in
front of him after she drank poison, another (the lady who was
the great love of his life) laced his whisky with a liberal
amount of poison. He survived, like he did when he was
pinned under a fallen tree with a smashed rib-cage, or when
beaten unconscious by a metal chair, also managing to live
through a separate shooting and stabbing. He was described
by his friend and fan Matthew Johnson and boss of Fat Possum Records as "a happy go lucky
psychopath."
In 1973 he moved to Greenville, Mississippi, hanging out in a juke joint that by all accounts had an
impressive collection of 45s of Blues masters that had split for Chicago decades before. T-Model it
seems had been born again, picking up a guitar for the first time to emulate those Muddy Waters,
Howlin’ Wolf records. He was soon hanging out with celebrated local musicians Frank Frost and
Roosevelt 'Booba’ Barnes, eventually graduating to playing house parties with harmonica player
Willie Foster.
T-Model’s first album appeared in 1997 on the Fat Possum label, entitled 'Pee Wee Get My Gun’,
described at the time by renowned bluesologists in various specialist magazines as "The brute force
of his sonic barrage and the crude discursiveness of his songs" before adding "Ford would be inept
if he knew where it was." On the album notes Frank Frost, who played on some tracks, stated "I want
everyone to know that I am playing against my will." Fat Possum’s faith was however rewarded with
healthy sales and another album followed in quick succession ‘You Better Keep Still’ [1998],
heralding the new century with another 'She Ain’t None Of Your'n’ [2000]. Performing his own or
other artists’ songs, they were all delivered in his cut down minimalist style or, as one reviewer
suggested, "An individual free-form version of blues music."
Other musicians found him near impossible to play with but not so Tommy Lee Miles (or Spam as
he was known), a drummer who equalled T-Model in every musical and personal contradiction. It
was this incorrigible pair I witnessed back in the late nineties at London’s Borderline in company of
long time Tales From The Woods scribe and occasional TFTW MC Lee Wilkinson. The second and
final time was at Camber Sands Rhythm Riot around 2007 where he seemed to me a totally
inappropriate act to be performing on a stage in front of an audience of a couple of thousand
synchronised jiving fans. However, maybe because of his advanced years, they took kindly to him
and maintained an intensely interested sizeable crowd at stage front. His final album saw the light
of day in 2011, 'Bad Man', with a Seattle based blues band behind him, Gravel Road.
Married more times than he was able to recall he fathered around 26 children.
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Tales From The Woods raises a glass and says farewell to the wonderful Rhythm &
Blues, Boogie-Woogie Pianist, singer and song-writer, Little Willie Littlefield who
died aged 81 on June 23rd at his adopted home in Voorthuizen, Netherlands.
Born Willie Littlefield on 16th September 1931 in El Campo, Texas his early
childhood would see the family uprooting to the metropolis of Houston where
Willie’s fascination with music took root which no doubt could be heard all
around him during the decade of the thirties and early forties. By his very early
teens he was soaking up the sounds he was hearing on the radio and
jukeboxes and interpreting on the trusty home piano, greatly encouraged by
his mother upon whom he depended throughout much of his childhood. By age
16 he had put all those lonely hours practising in the family home to practical use, carving out a
reputation in Houston’s Dowling Street Clubs.
There he came to the notice of a local record shop owner, Eddie Henry who, out in the back of his
shop had his own tiny studio. The label not surprisingly was called Eddie's and it was here that a
young Willie made his recording debut. By this time Willie had formed his own band which included
school buddy Don Wilkerson on saxophone. These first recordings were very much in a not
particularly original boogie-woogie style, although a personal favourite of young Willie was Albert
Ammons’ Swanee River Boogie and that, along with his own composition Little Willie Boogie, was
a respectable hit in his native Texas in 1949. It brought him to the interest of the bigger record
industry boys such as the Bihari brothers, owners of Modern records out on the west coast in Los
Angeles.
Willie, by now his ears very much attuned to the sounds of Amos Milburn and Charles Brown, along
with developing his triplet style of playing that would eventually make his name at age 19; with the
reputation of a teenage wonder he upped sticks and moved west.
It all seemed to happen rapidly for the barely just 20 year old Willie once settled in Los Angeles. A
regular gig at the Eldorado ballroom helped to spread the word throughout the neighbouring area.
Amongst his first recording attempts for Modern Records was It's Midnight which became a No.3 hit
on the national Billboard R&B charts. Its follow up went to No.5 and he was rapidly becoming a
major night club attraction as well as recording with some of the finest west coast musicians
including the likes of Maxwell Davis, Chuck Norris, Johnny Moore. However his own saxophonist
and long-time friend from Texas left Willie when offered a better paid job in Amos Milburn's Aladdin
Chickenshackers.
Willie’s duet with Little Lora Liggins on the 1952 recording I’ve Been Lost hit at No.10 on the R&B
charts and, before the year was out, he had moved on to Federal records, a subsidiary of the better
known King label where he would score handsomely for them with a tune written by a pair of up and
coming songwriters by the name of Leiber and Stoller entitled K. C. Loving, later a hit for Wilbert
Harrison and later still recorded by everyone and his dog as Kansas City.
Come 1957 Little Willie’s feet began to itch and he split for northern California recording for the
Rhythm label which produced a local best seller Ruby Ruby. Although subsequent releases did not
do anywhere near as well he remained a very popular live act around the San Francisco area
throughout the remainder of the fifties, and at the dawn of the sixties he very wisely made his base
around the San Jose area.
As with so many American roots music musicians,
Europe rescued him from relative obscurity,
embarking on a number of hugely successful tours. It
would prove to be Holland that took Willie closest to
their hearts and it was in this peaceful low lying
country he would make his home from the late
seventies through the next four decades where he
recorded a number of highly acclaimed albums for the
Dutch label Oldies and toured extensively throughout
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main-land Europe. Naturally Willie was a regular at the
most missed of all festivals, The Utrecht Blues Festival.
As the new century entered he felt that 50 years on the
road was long enough so he quit playing and spent much
of his time fishing. The phone rang often and finally, after
six years spent with fishing rod in hand, he relented to
perform a few more shows, finally getting to perform in the
UK on a number of occasions, making by all accounts a
near riotous debut at the Burnley Blues Festival in 2008,
and the following year the annual UK boogie woogie
festival at Sturminster Newton in Dorset.
Many Woodies loved Willie’s playing, none more so than
our hardworking membership secretary Ken Major.
Promoter and Woodie Gerard Homan brought Willie to
perform at his intimate Shakedown Blues Club at Castor
near Peterborough in 2006 returning for a much
demanded second visit in 2010. He cut down considerably
on live performing after being diagnosed with cancer, the
illness that would finally silence the flying fingers and
smokey voice of this genial man with the infectious
personality who must be one of the very last links to the
long gone halcyon days of boogie woogie piano.
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Tales From The Woods raises a glass to rockabilly singer Alvis Wayne
who died on 31 July 2013 aged 75.
New Year’s Eve 1937 in Puduka, Texas gave birth to what must be one
of the most cult artists in the most cult cluttered art form that is first
generation American deep south rockabilly. Even the mid-seventies
explosion that brought this intense musical style to the attention of a
newly found and, for the most part, young audience failed to ignite interest
in this barely known performer outside of his native Texas. Twenty years
would be allowed to pass before he finally set foot in Europe, brought to
these shores by the Hemsby, Norfolk Rock’n’Roll Weekenders team. It
was at this small seaside town that I would witness him in action twice,
the two performances just a few short years apart around the turn of this
century could not be more different. The first looked to have all the
makings of a tragically neglected talent at last being given a little of the
opportunity that had been denied his much younger self, the latter a ramshackle set hindered by
health problems made considerably worse, by all accounts, from a self-indulgent drinking session
that preceded the set throughout much of the day up to the point of setting foot on stage.
The reputation of Alvis Wayne was built on the handful of sides he cut for the minuscule Westport
record label in the mid-fifties. Like so many of his better known and far more recorded
contemporaries he grew up in abject poverty as one of 14 children. Alvis’ father was a carpenter by
trade who found work where ever he could, while his mother stayed at home which is not surprising
with so many children. However she did occasionally find time to bring in a few extra dollars by
working as a waitress. Leaving Puduka soon after young Alvis (or JW as he was known) was born,
several west Texas towns saw the family come and go before settling in Corpus Christi around
1953. The young ears seemed permanently transfixed to the radio soaking up the sounds of Jimmy
Rodgers, Hank Williams, along with local hero and now legend Bob Wills and The Texas Playboys,
as well as the Rhythm and Blues hitting the airwaves out of Shreveport, Louisiana.
Earning enough to buy himself a guitar from a sears and roebuck catalogue he set about realising
his dream of becoming a performer, which soon began to upset the family, in particular his
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grandparents who were greatly religious and no doubt feared a young
lad hanging out in Honky Tonks although not yet 15 and with a
burning ambition would soon come to no good. By all accounts he
was soon relegated to being the black sheep of the family. If in the
family’s eyes things could not worse they soon would do, when he
dropped out of school with little or no interest academically anyway,
he went on the road with a band called the Rhythm Wranglers. Life
on the road soon proved to be far less romantic than expected, made
worse by the fact the outfit were heading nowhere, despite cutting a
record for Westport Records entitled Many Ways/Together Forever.
So when an opportunity presented itself he jumped ship to join Al
Hardy and The Southernaires, Al being a respected Western Swing
musician also owned a night club in Corpus Christi allowing Alvis to
tread the boards of a far swankier establishment.
Although Westport Records was based in Kansas City he did not
have to travel to Missouri to record, just had to make a couple of miles
short drive to a soundproof studio in a Corpus Christi machine shop,
recording Swing Bop Boogie and Sleep Rock-A-Roll Rock-A-Baby
which had backing provided by Al Hardy and The Southernaires. A
Alvis at Hemsby 2000
third track was recorded and was doomed to gather dust for a decade
and half, I Gottum. Despite good airplay upon release in September
1956 it saw little action outside of his home area. Back into the studio a couple of months later for
what would prove to be his most popular sides, Don't Mean Maybe Baby with I’d Rather Be With
You on the flip. Amazingly this record found a release in the UK on the generally barely known
StarLite Label.
Selling well throughout Texas for a while it must have appeared
a major breakthrough was just around the next bend. According
to interviews he conducted he opened for Elvis Presley on
shows around Texas as well as appearing across the state
border in Shreveport, Louisiana on the famed Louisiana Hayride.
Early 1958 he was back in the studio, however not the machine
shop that had come to the end of its natural life, this time in
Houston with a bunch of session musicians to record Lay Your
Head On My Shoulder, a self-penned attempt on the flip side
entitled You’re The One, selling less than the previous attempt,
Alvis was by now becoming increasingly disillusioned.
Fate took a hand and rescued him, entering the U.S. Airforce in
1960 where he spent the next four years of his life to train as a
mechanic and to obtain a general education diploma, although he never gave up his dream,
performing at evenings and weekends as duties would allow. Once out of the forces the music
scene had changed dramatically and he eventually gave up trying, settling down to a life as a
mechanic and raising a family, although later in the sixties he would play weekends with a Country
Band and recorded a couple of more singles although very much in the Country vein, Storm In My
Heart and I Don’t Believe I’ll Fall in Love Today in 1966 and three years later Sweet Tender Care
and A Million And Two.
Come the early seventies Alvis recut his old tracks and a few new compositions for Ronny Weisner’s
Rollin’ Rock label which, despite being the heartbeat for the still yet to break forth rockabilly revival,
did little to bolster interest that would have to wait a further two decades when the entire Westport
and Rollin’ Rock material would be pulled to produce an Alvis Wayne album on the Pink and Black
label which would finally allow him an opening in both the UK and Europe, along with recognition in
his homeland via Rockabilly Festivals and gigs.
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A packed house proved promoter Keith Woods’ contention that if you put on a big name from
Rock’n’Roll in central London, the crowds will come.
Roddy Jackson, the Fresno-born singer/pianist/saxman who shared both a record label and a vocal
style with his hero Little Richard was on a brief visit from California, filling the basement music space
of a pub that sounds like it should be a curry house.
Interspersing his many self-written rockers with brief and amusing anecdotes, and backed by an
absolutely crack band of Brit musicians, the affable fifties veteran had audience members agreeing
he was worth the somewhat hefty £25 admission.
Others remarked the venue was so hot it was like the Black Hole of Calcutta, leaving me to wonder
whether, when it was known as The Scots Hoose, the pub was permanently cold and a bit damp
underfoot.
The night was something of a double bill, with respected British rocker Cliff Edmonds opening
proceedings.
Wearing a vivid red Hawaiian shirt, and with enough hair grease to free a
rusted axle, bearded Cliff, front man now of The Cavaliers, and formerly
of The Avengers, opened with a whole series of New Orleans-derived
favourites including Be My Guest, Sea Cruise, Hello Josephine, and
Fannie Brown Got Married.
The twin saxes in the line-up, Alex Bland and Sid Phillips, and the strong
left hand of the always immaculately turned out pianist Claire Hamlin,
gave a solid bottom to what is known as the TFTW House Band, while
guest drummer Howard Tibble, on loan from Shakin’ Stevens, and Robb
Davis on bass completed a line-up musically directed and led on guitar by
John Spencely.
Mr Spencely himself looked as if he had booked the services of stylist, his
dark gelled top knot contrasting with the grey on the rest of his bonce.

Cliff with
Claire
© Paul Harris

Cliff’s early numbers, which included She Walks Right In and Corrine Corrina and even an excursion
into doo-wop with Little Anthony’s Tears On My Pillow were scoring four out of five until it all came
together on Jimmy McCracklin’s The Walk.
A real powerhouse performance that had
singer and band working as one, taking it
to five out of five on the Rockometer. Don’t
believe it? The show was filmed for later
release, and will be broadcast on Radio
Sutch, which will prove the gold-plated
standard of musicianship for any not lucky
enough to be present on the night.

Cliff, Howard, John, Robb, Alex © Paul Harris

This was a spine-tingling performance
from the singer, who kept up the standard
on Smiley Lewis’ Real Gone Lover, Eddie
Cochran’s Teenage Heaven, and his solid
closer, Little Richard’s Can’t Believe You
Want to Leave.
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Then it was time for the main event, as Roddy Jackson strode on
to the stage, with golden sax round his neck, and keyboard in front
of him. Wearing a black summer shirt with white piping, sporting a
full head of white hair, the 71-year-old Central Valley Fireball was
ready to rock, and stormed into Jukebox Baby, following up with one
of his best known numbers, Hiccups.
Roddy would never claim to be a technically brilliant vocalist, but his
rasping roar is exactly right for the material he wrote where often
amusing slice of teenage life lyrics collide with a pounding beat to
produce a super-nova of blinding fifties brightness.
His sax playing on solos where he took the lead had fellow
brassman Sid Phillips open-mouthed, and when all three saxes
played in unison, it was a sound seldom heard in the West End – or
the rest of Britain, come to that.
Roddy paused between numbers to recall
Roddy © Paul Harris
when he first heard Rock’n’Roll, courtesy of
Bill Haley and Rock Around The Clock, or how
he was inspired to play it himself, thanks to Little Richard.
But, like Mr Penniman, Roddy had light and shade in his act, varying the tempo
for Gloria before visiting his other main claim to fame - he co-wrote Rock’n’Roll
classic She Said Yeah for Larry Williams with his producer and subsequent
Cher partner Sonny Bono, and then saw everyone from the Beatles, Rolling
Stones and Animals revive it.
Roddy had just three record releases in his rockin’ teenage years, although
more numbers were recorded but unissued at the time. Thus we had the
excellent I Found A New Girl, well worthy of hit status in the fifties, but unknown
until the Ace 16 tracker CD that reminded the listening world of Roddy’s existence a few years back.
© Paul Harris

The man himself puts his rediscovery in Europe down to the adoption in Brit Rock’n’Roll clubs of the
song I’ve Got My Sights On Someone New as a floor-filler, and his rendition on the night was
ascloseasthis to the recorded version.
He similarly claims that fame gave him a swerve back in the day due to the integrity of one man –
Art Rupe, owner of Specialty Records.
The notoriously payola-friendly radio jock and TV host Dick Clark invited Roddy to appear on
television’s American Bandstand, the show that brokered a thousand hits, but Art wasn’t going to
play the cashback game, and so Roddy was robbed of a wider audience.
Still, his legacy includes the wonderful novelty Moose On The Loose, an hilarious tale of a teen party
going wrong, and he did full justice to it, confiding the animal noises on the original were all down to
Sonny Bono – who went on to become the Mayor of Palm Springs, with no mention of this earlier
claim to fame on his election manifesto.
Contrast again, with Love At First Sight, a moving ballad, about which I have in block capitals in my
notebook “I love this number”, had Roddy displaying the
pathos in his voice the number deserves and gets.
This was Roddy’s seventh visit to the UK, and he revealed
that he tended to arrive at an airport and was then taken
directly to a festival or weekender.
“I had never visited London, so thank you, London, and
thank you Keith Woods,” he said, as the audience erupted
into applause as he went into Johnny’s Last Ride, another
unreleased classic that exists only as a demo.
Promoter Keith Woods © Paul Harris
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He could not have got off the stage without a nod to his mentor Little
Richard, and his take on Lucille, thanks to the effective piano work, was as
good as anybody’s – maybe better.
As the set came near to its end, Roddy had one more surprise. He
announced: “It was not the singers that made Rock’n’Roll – it was the
musicians.” Then he showcased each member of the TFTW houseband,
named them, and joined them in Let’s Go Rock’n’Roll, in one of the most
touching and effective tributes to a backing band ever seen.
Roddy is a master of stage-craft, projects a pleasant personality across the
footlights, still has that trademark rasp that he put down on record more than
fifty years ago, and knows exactly that he is doing.

John S © Paul Harris

He is welcome back any time. The sooner the better.
John Howard

WHAT THEY SAID
Got a great chance to see and meet a Rock’n’Roll legend tonight... Roddy Jackson! Great set and
another great triumph for TFTW and Keith Woods. Usual brilliance as well from House Band Claire
Hamlin, John Spencely et al.
Gary Enstone
A really great show last night, both Roddy and Cliff Edmonds with terrific support from the "Woods"
House Band. Good to see a show like that in London... when's the next one?
Colin Spencer
I fully endorse Colin's comments and would like to thank Keith especially for all the hard work in
putting on this gig and the other events. Very enjoyable. Both Cliff Edmonds and Roddy Jackson
were great as of course were the superb Tales From The Wood Houseband. Well Done!!
Brendon McGuinness
What a great night Keith. Cliff was great and Roddy was out of this world - superb. This was a real
feather in your cap.
Paul Harris
Congratulations on putting on such a great show. The venue was excellent, and the sound and
lighting were spot on. Cliff Edmonds was as always superb, and his set was a great choice. His
voice was as always great. Roddy Jackson had something to follow and he did it admirably. He is a
great act and interacts with the band and audience very well. Last but by no means least the band
produced a great sound and get better with each show. All together a really great show Keith, Pat
and I enjoyed it very much. Looking forward to the Borderline in January.
John Spencely
Just wanted to say how much I enjoyed it at The Spice of Life last Sunday. The house band with
the extra saxes were fantastic as were both Cliff and Roddy. A night to remember!!! Cheers.
Martin McClure
Just a line to say congratulations on another incredible show last Sunday at the Spice Of Life, to be
able to see an artiste the calibre of Roddy Jackson, a true legend, a great musician and all round
nice guy was a great pleasure on a truly outstanding evening, also Cliff Edmonds wasn't bad either
and what about that house band, they just get better and better. Outstanding all round, already
looking forward to next year's shows and wondering what else you've got up your sleeve. Thanks
again Keith and all at TFTW.
Clive & Gary
If there was not a moose on the loose last Sunday at the Spice Of Life then it had to be the TFTW
House Band rockin' up a storm, no tree to climb up either. Both Cliff Edmonds and Roddy Jackson
gave the show of their lives, as did the three sax, two piano band complete with drums, bass and
lead guitar.
Ken Major
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Dale Hawkins
Chatted to keith
It was a great honour for Tales From The Woods to be asked if we would like to conduct an
interview with the legendary Rock’n’Roll artist from Shreveport Louisiana, Dale Hawkins. So with
my dictaphone in hand, I caught the train from my home in Bromley for a short hop down to
Maidstone in the same county of Kent, where Dale was staying at the home of life long fan and
personal friend Graham Barker prior to some European dates.
It was a pleasure indeed to meet Dale and hear him talk about both the early days and his then
new CD.
This was back in September 2007. However within a brief period of time the magazine would
undergo some difficulties which would take a couple of years to recover from, to come back
stronger than ever. Thus the interview would take until now to see the light of day. Since that time
we have lost this great Rock’n’Roll performer and we have also published the excellent piece on
Dale by our erudite and hugely knowledgeable contributor in France, Dominique Anglares.
This project would not have been possible without the invaluable help of TFTW IT expert/graphics
designer Harry Maton who patiently had to spend many hours deciphering Dale’s strong south
west Louisiana accent, complicated also by the fact Dale often jumped to and fro in time periods
during the course of the interview.
He has indeed done a wonderful job. It may have taken six years to see the light of day but we are
proud of our interview and hope in some small way to pay belated tribute to one of our music’s
greatest heroes.
I was raised on a farm, a plantation
actually, in Louisiana called Goldmine
and we lived there until I was almost
14 and it was a really good melting
pot for music because we had Hank
Williams on one side and people like
Lonnie Johnson or L Wolfe
My grandfather was Marshall of a
parish there and I would go to him
sometimes on Saturday nights
downtown, and when it got to be
Saturday you got paid on Saturday
noon and everybody heads for town.
The town was a little town called
Mangham, maybe 270 or 280 people,
and it was a farming town. You had
the tracks, one side was for the
whites and one side was for the
blacks and one of my songs was about that and I’d get to hear good blues. Country Hank Williams
was probably the best blues singer that ever lived to me.
You’d get to hear some great blues because of the juke boxes, and the clubs or bars had swinging
doors and I’d sneak under the door and I’d sit there and watch them dance and listen to the music
and then poppa would catch me and pull me out. You would hear the greats, I mean I loved Hank,
but people like Roy Acuff and Bill Monroe, because to me Bill Monroe and Flatt & Scruggs were
great. We hitchhiked when they were playing to a town called Rayville, which was about nine miles
from Mangham, and it was the only way you could get there. It was in a gym, a basketball court
where they were playing. We didn’t have money to get in so we just stole a bunch of Coke cases
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and stacked them up outside the windows to watch and you’d see Bill just walk up there and tear it
up and then you’d have Flatt & Scruggs. What else did you want as far as that thing goes?
There was a black church in Mangham and the preacher’s name was Professor Lyles and he was
the principal of the school, they had a school there too. I got to be good friends with him and we
talked and I got to go up several times and I’d sit in the back of the church and sing the songs I knew,
because all of the churches in the south sang the same gospel songs. It was just their phrasing or
what I call the feeling of the song… episcopal. I’m gonna tell you they’d have everybody playing;
you’d have some pickers there that you wouldn’t think would get a lick of this thing… tear it up boy!
Everybody’s jumping up and down having fun. It was only about three blocks from where we were
living… it wasn’t blocks, just a dirt road.
Dale was, as you know, a sick man. Bravely he was staying at Graham’s home before honouring
European dates. We all had a cup of coffee allowing time for Dale to take a breather, during which
time a recording of Sleepy La Beef performing ‘Will The Circle Be Unbroken' was placed on to the
turntable. After the track had finished Dale became almost rejuvenated talking for a moment about
his love of old gospel tunes and his friendship with Rockabilly giant Sleepy La Beef.
I was doing tenor voice in the fills and the police would stop them from dancing and they couldn’t
stop them so they just joined in, everybody standing up and clapping their hands. It was
spontaneous and real. It was a real thing that happened. When he kicked it off I knew what was
happening; we all got our mikes together and I would be singing the counter line. That was the first
time that anything went good. Sleepy was from Smackover Arkansas and that’s almost the
Louisiana line, not too far over the line from Louisiana so we had some of the same background
Dale’s father Delmar was one of the Sons of the Pioneers.
My mother and Delmar got divorced when I was three so I didn’t get to know him but I heard about
him. But when “Susie-Q” came out and was a hit he wanted to come up and see me and he did and
he brought his fiddle and his guitar and stuff and we sat for about an hour playing. I never got to see
him after that or before that. I can remember as a child it not being very good. He had a motorcycle
wreck and his skull healed inwards instead of outwards. He would drink and part of his brain would
touch where it had healed and he was kind of unhandleable. He was one of the original ones when
it started off.
When Dale went to get into the music business he went to work for Stan’s Record Store in
Shreveport, and was the R&B expert.
I joined the navy when I was fifteen years old. I was in Korea from ‘53 to ‘55 and when I got out I
wanted to go back to school but that didn’t last long and I got a job at Stan’s. The reason why was
because I knew all the blues artists. They would come in and ask me do you have this song, I’d say
“How’s it go, sing a little bit of it”. Bam, soon as they did I knew what it was and the people who
owned the record store didn’t. I was one of the independents that really started to come in and force
air play. There were five 50,000 watt stations that would come on at ten at night and your local
10,000 watters would shut down. We’d be under the cover with the radio listening to Jimmy or
somebody we thought was good.
Leonard Chess was using Stan’s record store to distribute the Chess stuff. That was his day job.
His evening job was playing on the strip.
We had a strip, what we called a strip, there was an airbase there called Barksdale. It was about a
mile of clubs. So I wanted to record, to sing and play. They didn’t have any recording studios, just
radio stations, and all the time I was writing and it took about three or four months to put “Susie-Q”
together. James Burton is a great guitar player; I was playing with him and James was more into
country and he played a lot like Merle Travis, a little bit like Chet and a little bit like Scotty. Scotty
Moore was at the beginning of that whole thing... the three of them Scotty, Bill and Elvis.
The first stuff they did was the best stuff they ever did like Mystery Train, that’s what I always try to
tell everybody, and Blue Moon Of Kentucky. He didn’t have a rhythm guitar player in the studio,
didn’t have a drummer so Scotty would hit an E to get that rhythm feel to it and Bill slapped the bass
to get a drum feel to it because there was no drummer. That handicap was a royal straight flush!
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While that was going on Leonard became aware of you in the shop and what you were doing and
that’s how you got up to Chicago. That’s how you went up to the south side and met up with all the
blues artists.
That’s how I got with Chess. First of all they thought I was black when they came down because of
knowing the sound of the blues etc. When “Susie-Q” hit they had a motion to her because I knew
the song was a hit as it popped in and hit the R&B charts, third week out it was number seven. It got
some top 40 airplay at the time and so they had to break it because, being a white artist on a black
label, on some stations you still couldn’t get airplay and instead of being a prepared promotion he
had to take the promotion city to city. It took probably a month and a half longer to break it into the
pop market than it probably would have had he been prepared.
He had the master tape; we had four microphones when we cut it and an old RCA board. This
engineer was in the radio station which broadcast the Louisiana Hayride and the only time we could
get in was one o’clock in the morning because between one and two the towers would change from
a directional 50,000 to a non-directional and during that hour we did five cuts of “Susie-Q”.
Stan got it up to Leonard and he sat on it just about three months or so. James had gone to play
with Bob. A lot of people don’t realise there’s no upright bass on “Susie-Q” it was the first fender
bass that had been in town for two days. What I’m trying to say is, as good as it was he sat on it,
and this disc jockey Chuck Dunaway knew Jerry Wexler and he said “Let’s send it up to Jerry.” I said
“I’m ready” so he sent it up and in three or four days we had a call from Wexler saying he’d like to
put it out. When told that Chess had it he said “You tell him this from me. You tell that mother**ker
to either shit or get off the pot.” I said “Tell him just like that?” and he said “Yup, just like that.”
I said “Mr Chess, Mr Wexler of Atlantic likes this tape and he wants to put it out and he told me to
tell you this… shit or get off the pot!” Of course, he was appalled. Then “I’ll call you back in a little
bit.” I didn’t hear right back but on the third day from that phone call it was on the streets.
Would you like to talk about the new CD?
It’s took me about two and a half years to put it together. I was sick; I’d had cancer for the last eight
months and sometimes you just can’t get up and get into it. I had ten sides down before I got sick
and there was one song that I wanted on the CD called Mighty Mississippi. We did it at the studio at
my house, myself and my wife with my four cats sat the other side. I had it done but I’d never been
that sick. it was the chemo. I would take three or five days of it. It takes a little time to recuperate
from that, well you don’t recuperate, you just feel a little better.
I had a gig in Helsinki and I said if I can make it over there and do the show and make it back I’m
gonna keep on playing. You get tired, you sleep more but I went over and had a great show. Coming
back, maybe two three hours out of Heathrow, I was laying with my head on the tray on the plane.
I get bored so I get to play the song the way I wanted because I tried so hard to get it before when
it came to me. I just wanted to jump up and holler “I got it yeah!” but I was scared they might chain
me or something.
It’s one of the stand-out tracks on the album.
I’m not ashamed of one track on there.
You recorded ‘This Heart Of Mine’, a beautiful, beautiful ballad, and there’s this great sort of
rocking rhythm bang bang.
I had some copies pressed to bring over here when I did the Rockers Reunion. I knew the material
was there and a DJ or somebody bought a copy when they were over here because I started getting
orders on the website. I never had anything like that happen before; if it’s got something you can’t
keep it hid.
As testimony to what happens Dale did Good Rockin’ Tonight on radio Caroline a couple of days
ago and people were phoning up as Dale was playing various tracks saying where can we get
hold of the record.
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I got an order for 25 from one store in Spain or France. I just said “Okay I’m going over”. In the record
business I’ve been in every phase of it you can be in, except I’ve never been a CEO. I ran record
labels and produced; I knew the business backwards and forwards and I knew something was there.
When you get back to America what plans have you got?
I’ve got to hear this song by an Irish tenor, a great singer. Sony wants to do something with him, but
they want some material that the States would accept. I went over and spent a couple of days with
him and he was real tight but the instruments they use are more classical. I had a song but I wasn’t
going to stay there and record with those musicians. There was no what I call ‘soul feel’ as good as
they were although I probably could have done it. I went back home and they called and said “What
do you want to do?” I said “The only way I’m going to touch it is I’ll go in and get musicians I know
can play and we’ll go in and lay the tracks down and I’ll do the vocals and get it to you.” So it took
about a week and we got it down, put the tracks on the MP3 and an MP3 with the vocals on it so he
had to sing it that way and stay in the pocket. Looks like they’re going to release it so I’ll be in the
studio trying to finalise it.

The End

Gone Man Squared by Royston Ellis
This book of poems by Royston Ellis immediately catches the eye,
because of the cover. A muted picture of Royston with the Beatles
attired in their tab collar shirts and Beatle suits, taken in 1963, with a
blood colour panel highlighting the image of Royston next to Lennon.
There is a formidable foreword to the book written by Jimmy Page, which
assures any potential reader that the author has gained respect from
legendary stars. The endorsement from John Lennon serves to
accentuate the fact that Royston was admired for his literary talent by
someone who became one of the most prolific songwriters of the
century. I would also suggest that it was Royston's influence which
inspired Lennon to write his own books of short poems/ditties - namely,
John Lennon In His Own Write, and, A Spaniard In The Works.
The highly complimentary comment from John Betjeman, when
Royston was a mere 18 years of age, leaves one in no doubt with
regard to his innate talent and ability.
The introduction is succinct and informative, and offers the reader a
detailed and amusing insight into how his writing talent was developed throughout his childhood and
adolescence. I would also suggest that it was the power and influence of Rock’n’Roll which liberated
him from a potential life of middle class boredom, and enabled him to express, in brutally frank
prose, his concept of life from his own personal viewpoint.
Within his recollections, it will undoubtedly stir many memories for those of us who were fortunate
enough to witness the early ‘60s - although, clearly, Royston commenced his literary journey in 1959.
The book is hard to put down as, when one finishes reading one poem, there is a compulsion to turn
the page and read the next one. My personal favourites are Jazz Club; Soho Game; Mum Thinks;
Grollops; Rainbow Walking Stick (pure poetry); The Burn Up and quite a few more. I know that
young Jet Harris, whom I used to manage, would have been thrilled to have had a selection
dedicated to him by the author. This book is a highly intellectual selection of poems, possibly
inspired by a tortured soul, with a complete sense of social commentary. Buy it!!
http://nortonrecords.gostorego.com/kicks-books/kicks-books/hip-pocket-books.html
Pete Stockton
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JAZZ JUNCTION
Summer In The City
London was a hot town during July and August, and without doubt the sun shone most on the
Cadogan Hall, as it again put on a series of jazz concerts under the title ‘Out To Lunch’. Deservedly
successful with each free event being attended by over two hundred music fans, it was especially
good to hear that they will continue next year, as both the Southbank Centre and the National
Theatre have withdrawn from promoting events such as these.
I managed to see the last three concerts, starting with the Dave O’Higgins
Quartet. The leader played tenor and soprano saxes, and the rest of the band
comprised Robin Aspland (piano), Tim Thornton (bass) and Chris
Higginbottom (drums).
Dave O’Higgins’ fluent playing enhanced two enjoyable sets, which were
notable for concentrating on two types of compositions: standards, which
included I Can’t Believe That You’re In Love With Me, Laura and Close Your Eyes, and contrafacts
(compositions whereby a new melody is overlaid on an existing chord progression).
The contrafacts were drawn from his latest CD, Got The Real Note, with It Turned Out Nice Again
being based on On A Clear Day, and What Was That? based on What Is This Thing Called Love?
Also played was a Frank Sinatra composition I’m A Fool To Want You, reminding him of the time
that he was in the band supporting Sinatra for a week at the Royal Albert Hall for his last London
appearances. Apparently, he did not get to speak to him, as the man spent most of the time hidden
from view behind a cohort of burly bodyguards.
Moscow Drug Club was not really jazz, though they were entertaining, if
a trifle inoffensive. The band hinted at gypsy music with its line-up of
accordion, trumpet, rhythm and bass guitars, but, being fronted by a
‘chanteuse’, made cabaret its more natural home.
Their repertoire took in two Jacques Brel songs, Funeral Tango and
Jackie, and two Bertolt Brecht co-compositions, Supply And Demand (with
Hans Eisler) and Alabama Song (with Kurt Weill). The latter song will, of
course, be familiar to fans of the Doors.
It has to be said that interest waned on some of the band’s choices, but
Leonard Cohen’s Dance To The End Of Love and the Russian Folk Song
Two Guitars with words by Charles Aznavour more than made up for it.
The encore Moscow Drug Club (from which the band took its name) was
amusing, ears pricking up at the words ‘where the reds play the blues’,
although unfortunately not always successfully.
The last concert, by Gareth Williams & Dave Green, was
the best of the three. Interest was piqued by the title The Bill
Evans / Scott LaFaro Songbook, although they were together
on only three albums. This was not a tribute performance;
rather the ethos of these two was the inspiration behind the
music played. Gareth Williams on piano (if not on vocals) and
Dave Green on bass were both outstanding, as were their
selections, such as Waltz For Debby, My Foolish Heart,
Young And Foolish and Spring Is Here.
David Carroll
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JAZZ JUNCTION
Porretta Soul Festival – 19-21 July 2013
Missing out on last year’s festival, the only one since I started attending in 1995, generated an extra
frisson of excitement, and also opened up a different perspective for reflection. While the music of
Memphis remains the source of the festival’s inspiration, the latest edition benefited by the omission
of Italian warm-up bands, but punctuality in terms of both lateness of starts and finishes continued
to detract from the overall experience.
Responsibility for backing most of the artists on the
programme fell this year to Paul Brown’s Heart & Soul All
Star Band. Technically very proficient (the musicians had to
learn over sixty songs), they provided solid support
throughout. And if they were unflashy, the hippy-looking
leader more than compensated, his animated movements at
the organ and keyboards, particularly with his head, making
him look like a white Stevie Wonder.

© Paul Harris

The band began the Friday night show with a warm-up instrumental medley of 20-75, Philly Dog and
Soul Finger (Willie Mitchell, The Mar-Keys and The Bar-Kays). This was followed by some more
Memphis favourites as bassist Walter Hamilton stepped forward for a rather ordinary Cigarettes And
Coffee (Otis Redding); but backing vocalist Jackie Wilson made a better fist of The Memphis Train
(Rufus Thomas), as did LO Carter on I Can’t Stand The Rain (Ann Peebles). Then Sax Gordon
cranked up the excitement level with some honking sax before giving way to the first star of the night.
© Paul Harris

The story of Memphis-born Toni Green is one of persistence and
perseverance. Starting out in the late sixties, she has managed to
make a long career in music, at first mainly as a backing singer for
the likes of Isaac Hayes, Luther Ingram, Millie Jackson and The
Bar-Kays. However, it was not until 1998 that she recorded her first
album, and since then has merited her success as a solo artist.

She likes to sing songs with a story, acting them out, and (to some)
veering towards melodrama. The break-up song Just Ain’t Working
Out saw her singing on her knees as the intensity increased. Then she rolled onto her back, before
returning to kneeling and resuming her normal upright position, whereupon she announced (to
explain her gratitude for the length of her career) that she was sixty-one years old.
Suddenly there was real drama, as, after a quick word with Paul Brown, and
in an act which did not appear to be pre-planned, she walked off the stage,
leaving the band to fill in with an instrumental. When she returned, she had
changed dresses and was minus her earrings, subsequently found nearby.
There was no reduction in the emotion as she turned the drama on I (Who
Have Nothing) – originally a 1961 Italian song titled Uno Dei Tanti (translation:
‘One of the many’) – going on an audience walkabout, before returning to the
stage to end it motionless as a statue to wild applause. She closed her
contribution with two Jackie Wilson songs, a jaunty Lonely Teardrops, and, for
the encore, (Your Love Keeps Lifting Me) Higher And Higher.

© Paul Harris

One of the main attractions of this year’s festival was to see Mitty Collier, whose soul career ended
in 1971 when she switched to gospel music. She was joined by her musical director Reverend
Calvin Bridges on keyboard, and a choir, which added its voices to the band’s trio of backing singers.
Before the festival had commenced, Mitty Collier had stated that she would be including only gospel
songs or secular songs with the words altered to suit her beliefs. And so it came to pass that she
began with a slightly amended version of Stevie Wonder’s For Once In My Life. Thereafter all the
songs, apart from the encore Amazing Grace, came from her 2012 album I Owe It All To The Word.
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The first of these was the James Cleveland composition No Cross, No Crime,
which itself had been a gospel-to-secular adaptation when she recorded it as No
Faith, No Love for Chess Records in 1964. He’ll Make It Happen and The
Rainbow followed before she called for the assistance of a bi-lingual Italian (the
wife of Sax Gordon) to tell the story behind her biggest hit.

© Paul Harris

She was singing another James Cleveland composition I Had A Talk With My
God in the studio one day, when her manager Billy Davis walked in, and, seeing
the song’s hit potential, went away and came back with the secular adaptation I
Had A Talk With My Man.

I Had A Talk With My God was just as magical as the original, at which point Mitty
decided another story should be translated: her switch to gospel music. Following an operation to
remove a polyp on her vocal chords, she could not sing, so she prayed, her voice returned, and she
made the decision to stop singing ‘rhythm and blues’.
Though her voice is now deeper, it is more powerful and perfectly suited to up-tempo numbers such
as the rousing If You Understood My Past. The encore Amazing Grace ended a set in which the
good had triumphed over the bad.
The legendary Latimore, now a septuagenarian, gave a master-class
performance from start to finish: laying back when necessary, taking it
down to increase tension, and confirming the adage that ‘less is more’ in
his solos.
Looking relaxed in a loose-fitting jacket over a brown tee shirt, he stood
centre stage behind his keyboard, beginning with Let Me Live The Life I
Love and the seductive slowie Somethin’ ’Bout ’Cha. Another slowie Take
Me To The Mountain Top must have raised his temperature even more,
as his jacket was discarded to reveal his muscle-man tee shirt.
Latimore vacated his keyboard on Hit The Road Jack, from his 2103
album Latimore Remembers Ray Charles, as he acted out the song, © Paul Harris
pleading with the backing singers (i.e. ‘the woman’) and ending up on the
other side of the stage, a broken man given no sympathy by Paul Brown.
Switching to the blues, he explained that he was tired of being told he was too old, and that he had
written a song in response “I may be an old dog, but I still know how to bury the bone”. The actual
song title seems to vary around Bow Wow (I’m An Old Dog). Here he challenged Paul Brown in a
contest to see who could produce the best guitar solo from his keyboard, which he won by some
distance.
He finished his set with his biggest hit Let’s Straighten It Out which was the pinnacle of soul at its
best, and which, at fourteen minutes long, never palled. It made the original 45 rpm disc appear to
contain an abridged version, and that listening to it was the equivalent to reading a synopsis of a
Shakespearean play rather than the full text. The encore of Unchain My Heart also came from the
album of Latimore’s interpretations of songs recorded by Ray Charles, and brought an end to the
first night of the festival.

© Paul Harris

Saturday began with the surprise package of the festival,
although not to anyone who had attended the 100 Club
in 2006, when Japanese funk band Osaka Monaurail
were on tour backing ‘Soul Sister Number One’ Marva
Whitney. The band (drums, three guitars and a trilbyhatted three-man horn section) were excellent. It is
difficult to avoid the stereotypical when describing them,
such was the precision with which they played and
pinpoint accuracy in the way they replicated their chosen
style of music.
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They warmed up with instrumental versions of Get Ready (The Temptations) and Signed, Sealed,
Delivered I’m Your Man (Stevie Wonder), the faces of the band members permanently inscrutable,
before the leader and vocalist, Ryo Nakata, joined them. Taller than the rest, he wore a permanent
smile, his head slightly back and his eyes screwed into slits, as he raised the funk quotient.
He spoke in English, sometimes with humour, “There will be no Japanese songs tonight”, and gave
mentions to some of the soul stars of the sixties: Otis Redding, Aretha Franklin and Gladys Knight
to mention a few [and not Otis Ledding, Aletha Flankrin or Gradys Knight].
But James Brown was their number one man, as renditions of Give It Up Or Turnit A Loose and Hot
Pants demonstrated. Ryo Nakata did spins and the splits, while the two trumpeters spun their
trumpets in unison. A set of high excitement was brought to a close with a nod in the direction of the
festival’s spiritual father, Rufus Thomas, with the encore of Do The Funky Chicken.
In between setting up the stage for the next band, one of the festival’s regular award ceremonies
took place. This year Harry Grundy and John Marriott received the award for The Right Track Radio
Show (www.therighttrack.org.uk), a weekly soul show from Salford with interviews of artists, and
which is recommended listening.
The set of Paul Brown’s Heart & Soul All Star Band (one backing singer short, due to illness) was
almost identical to the night before. That is to say except for a contribution to delight those who had
missed the Edinburgh Festival, as MC Rick Hutton paid tribute to the late Bobby Bland with an
enthusiastic rendition of Turn On Your Love Light.
Resplendent in a white suit with three-quarter length jacket and white shoes, the shaven-headed,
bespectacled David Hudson confidently joined the stage. Sticking to his allotted forty-five minutes,
he balanced his set of mainly covers by mixing dance numbers with slow ones. An excellent That’s
The Way I Feel About ’Cha (Bobby Womack) was bookended by Who’s Making Love (Johnnie
Taylor) and She’s A Bad Mama Jama (Carl Carlton).
And as he warmed to his task, the jacket came off to reveal a
Tango-orange waistcoat and tie. His relaxed stage presence
and easy relationship with the audience was no doubt helped
by having performed at the festival last year. He gave Al Green
a run for his money with a first-rate For The Good Times, as he
sang to various individuals in the audience.

© Paul Harris

After Groove Me (King Floyd), as he began one of his own
compositions, the romantic I’m In Love, there was tension in the
air. Had his secret been revealed? He slowly made his way
through the audience, up the steps to where his girlfriend
Juanita was sitting, sat down beside her to sing directly to her. Standing up, he produced a ring and
asked her to marry him.
Whether or not she knew beforehand, she played her part beautifully and uttered the fateful words
of acceptance into the proffered microphone. The reaction of participants was tears of joy, and for
witnesses to the event there were cheers and clapping, and even the most cynical were unable to
veil the silly smiles on their faces. An emotional David Hudson returned to the stage to finish the
song, and then his set with the aptly named Life Ain’t Never Felt So Good.
Charlie Wood was not everyone’s choice for the festival, but as a native
of Memphis and the writer of the Porretta theme song, Rufus Thomas Is
Back in Town, he has more eligibility than many of the side acts over the
years. Besides that he is a member of the royal family, the jazz one that
is, since marrying Jacqui Dankworth, which makes him almost beyond
reproach. Of the three songs that he sang, seated behind Paul Brown’s
keyboard, the love song Lucky Charm was the most enjoyable.
The youngest solo artist to appear, by decades, was a southern soul
singer, Falisa JaNaye. She made an immediate impression with her
© Paul Harris extended fingernails, broad bracelets, Catherine wheel earrings, and
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glitter make-up. And her attractive conch hairdo pointed to her © Paul Harris
experience as a model for hair care products.
She appeared not to be lacking in confidence, although admitted
later that she was still learning her trade. Maybe she overdid moving
around the stage, and talk too much when the song did not require
her to sing, but there was no doubting her talent.
Naturally covers were the order of the day, and, along with Rock
Steady, (You Make Me Feel Like) A Natural Woman and Mr Big
Stuff, it was good to hear the less frequently sung What A Man
(originally recorded by Linda Lyndell, who curtailed her singing career, apparently a victim of both
black and white racism), and A Fool In Love (Ike and Tina Turner). Her version of Betty Wright’s
Tonight Is The Nite was more adult than the original, as the re-written words cast her in a predatory
role.
Disappointingly we got just forty seconds a capella of Can’t Nobody from her Sweet Love album,
and this was only in response to a request by Harry Grundy. She did finish with another of the
album’s tracks, U Won’t Miss Yo Water, typical southern soul fare with an instantly likeable tune.
There was a lot to commend about this young lady, and it is to be hoped that she had done enough
to exact a return visit.
Closing the evening’s show was Bobby Rush, a chitlin’ circuit
artist, who looked much younger than his alleged seventy-nine
years. His music is a mix of blues and what he calls folk-funk, but
it is as a live performer that he has gained his reputation. Bawdy it
may be, but it’s done tongue in cheek, and he is no doubt worthy
of being called ‘the Donald McGill of the blues’. However, he
adjusts his performances to his audiences, and thus toned down
the burlesque and presented the sort of show that he might reserve
for white blues fans.
© Paul Harris

He did provide two broad-beamed ladies, who danced sometimes
with their backs to the audience, but there were no sail-sized
drawers, and any chance of causing offence was mitigated by the fact that those seated on the
ground in front of the stage stood up throughout his set, so that only top halves were visible to most
of the audience.
Storytelling is his forte, the funky blues She’s So Fine being just one example, as he patrolled front
of stage, gesturing and using the dancers as props to his narrative. He blew a mean harp too, using
it to introduce Muddy Waters’ She’s Nineteen Years Old. And after announcing that he would be
eighty in November, he sat down to play guitar on one of his classics Chicken Heads, which he
turned into a medley with Polk Salad Annie and Niki Hoeky.
His latest album, this year’s Down In Louisiana, produced by Paul Brown (who also played on it),
was sampled with the slow blues Don’t You Cry and the funky Tight Money. Another funky number
That Thing was typical Bobby Rush, leaving only an extended Shake, Rattle And Roll to bring the
evening’s entertainment to an end.
Sunday is revue day, and this year was no exception. However, it
began with a set by Charles Walker & The Dynamites, or as their
website would have it – The Dynamites Featuring Charles Walker.
Perhaps that was an indication of their hierarchy, as, after three
warm-up numbers in which they nailed their funk credentials to the
mast, they seemed to dominate when Charles Walker joined them.
On the first couple of numbers, Do The Right Thing and Love Is
Only Everything, the sound was messy, and although it did
improve, the band tended to overwhelm Charles Walkers’ vocals.
The band seemed more comfortable on funk and up-tempo
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numbers, whereas Charles Walker is at his best on slower tunes, when he is given the chance to
emote.
The majority of the songs came from their latest album (and third together) Love Is Only Everything.
The best of these were the floater Get Up On Living and Still Can’t Get You Out Of My Heart. The
other standout was the Donnie Hathaway ballad I Love You More Than You’ll Ever Know, which was
an emotional tour de force, deservedly receiving a standing ovation.

© Paul Harris

Billed as Sax Gordon’s International Soul Band, a trio of
musicians started without its nominated leader.
Emphasising its international name, the funk-styled band
comprised two Brazilian brothers Igor and Yuri Prado (guitar
and drums) and an Austrian Raphael Wressing (organ).
From the first instrumental Jelly Bread, they confirmed
themselves to be more than competent musicians, but the
vocals of Igor Prado were not of a similar standard, and the
same issue existed with the arrival of Sax Gordon. His sax
playing is fine, but his vocals on (I’m A) Roadrunner and Be
Careful What You Wish For, half-spoken half-sung, were not
those of a naturally talented singer.

This section of the show had the feeling of an advertising slot, with One For Duck Dunn coming from
Igor Prado’s latest CD and A Change Is Gonna Come from Raphael Wressing’s latest CD. For the
final number, they were joined by a seven-piece horn section, “specially flown in from Memphis” and
presumably students of Sax Gordon.
The stage was re-arranged for Osaka Monaurail, who had become firm favourites after Saturday
night’s performance, and they were greeted with screams as soon as they appeared. The three
instrumentals, beginning with Let The Music Take Your Mind (Kool & The Gang), kept the
excitement bubbling, before Ryo Nakata joined them.
Then it was show time with James Brown inspired singing and dance moves. The two trumpeters
spun their trumpets forwards together in between blasts on their instruments, and then each
alternated between spinning them forwards and backwards.
After Quicksand Ryo Nakata went in for a question and answer session with the horn section to
which they always replied “Yeah”. “This is a soul festival”. “Yeah”. “You sure about that?” “Yeah”.
“What kind of festival we got?” “Yeah”.
More James Brown followed with Give It Up Or Turnit A Loose and Sex Machine, and, after an
interlude of Theme From Shaft and Soulful Strut, came Hot Pants. Here the two trumpeters upped
the degree of difficulty whereby as one bent forward the other would swing his trumpet sideways to
where his fellow musician’s head had just been.
Before long the audience was up on its feet, and remained so, as Do The Funky Chicken, with
dancing from vocalist and horn section, brought their spot to an end to tumultuous cup final cheers
and an electricity that stayed in the atmosphere for some time.
Again the stage was re-arranged, this time for the end-of-festival revue with Paul Brown’s Heart &
Soul All Star Band (back to three backing singers) responsible for providing musical support for the
remainder of the night. The three instrumental warm-up numbers from Friday and Saturday
remained, but the vocals were restricted to Cigarettes And Coffee and The Memphis Train. They
were joined by Charlie Wood, whose allotted two songs repeated Lucky Charm from the night before.
The choices of Falisa JaNaye were A Fool In Love and the catchy U Won’t Miss Yo Water. The
stagecraft was as before, but she has a fine voice and it was hard not to like this bouncy young lady.
David Hudson may have been dressed in subdued brown, but his emotions were running high.
After Who’s Making Love, and to the starting notes for one of Bobby Womack’s best songs That’s
The Way I Feel About ’Cha, he spoke to the audience about his love of Porretta (his fourth time to
appear) and yesterday’s marriage proposal, pausing to wipe away the tears that had formed again.
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He sang directly to Juanita near the side of the stage, breaking into You Send Me, before she slowly
joined him onstage and they fell into each other’s arms. They walked off hand-in-hand, he in tears,
waving to the audience, which was on its feet and applauding.
Taking advantage of the goodwill that had been generated were Mitty Collier and Reverend Calvin
Bridges (on keyboard) with the pounding gospel of If You Understood My Past. She felt an
explanation was again required for I Had A Talk With My God Last Night, but it was not sufficient to
dim the song’s sparkle.
© Paul Harris

The ever-relaxed Latimore ambled on dressed in a loose-fitting and unbuttoned short-sleeved
orange shirt, with an imprint of a lion’s head front and back, over his tee shirt. Standing behind his
Yamaha keyboard, it took him nigh on thirty minutes to get through his two numbers, Somethin’
’Bout ’Cha and Let’s Straighten It Out, though not for one second did interest wane.
The way he sang, holding on to long high notes and re-working words, and his keyboard playing,
matching the guitarist’s solo in sound and conception, displayed the refined skill of the seasoned
improviser. Rounding out Let’s Straighten It Out, Bobby Rush, with harp and humorous vocal
contribution, and David Hudson with vocals, joined Latimore in bringing the song to a close.
Holding up the glamour end of the festival, Toni Green was wearing a long flowing white dress. She
gave an impassioned reading of I (Who Have Nothing), and followed it with Lonely Teardrops, which
segued into an ‘audience participation’ Shout with various members of the audience taking turns to
dance onstage.
Apart from his white trousers, black was the
choice of colour for Bobby Rush and his
dancing ladies, as he reprised three songs from
the previous night. His harp playing and
mischievous grin personalised the funky Tight
Money and bluesy She’s 19 Years Old, before
finishing with Shake, Rattle And Roll.

© Paul Harris

Charlie Wood singing Rufus Thomas Is Back In
Town signalled the communal ending to the
festival, and one by one the rest of the cast
returned, though not all knew the words. By the
time they were into Sweet Soul Music, everyone
was back onstage, including Mitty Collier and
Calvin Bridges. Instead of Wilson Pickett, she put the spotlight on God, singing the words “Praise
Him” to accommodate her religious beliefs. The ‘secular’ artists fell in line, and improvised their
words until the song had eventually run its course, and we had all been invited to return next year.
David Carroll
Thanks to Paul Harris for the photos.
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SOUL KITCHEN
“Required reading” - John Broven.

LOST SOUL
'AFTER HOURS' - GEORGE DUKE
Californian George Duke was a pioneering keyboardist, a prolific composer and producer, who
encompassed the whole spectrum of jazz and soul music, from his
heady days as a youngster up until his death. He recorded and
performed with a huge range of artists. Duke was truly one of the greats.
Born George Duke on 12 January 1946 in San Rafael, California, his
very early influence was jazz, especially Duke Ellington, who inspired
him to take piano lessons from a very early age. At high school, he
worked with a variety of groups, before forming his own jazz trio in the
mid-fifties. His musical education was gaining pace at the San Francisco
Conservatory, where he majored in trombone, piano and composition.
Duke's trio continued to work local clubs around San Francisco, and frequently backed visiting jazz
musicians and singers, including Al Jarreau and Dizzy Gillespie. His first excursion into full time
music was with the Don Ellis Big band. Then later, after persistent communication with the French
jazz violinist and producer Jean-Luc Ponty, he was finally hired by him in 1969 to record in Los
Angeles with Ponty, who also took Duke on his American tour.
Ponty and Duke played a variety of dates, including some rock venues. The occasional lack of an
acoustic piano at gigs forced Duke onto electric key-boards. He was impressed by this new sound,
and never commercially returned to the acoustic piano.
Duke first met Frank Zappa in 1966, who became a key influence in opening him up to many other
musical styles, and in 1970 invited Duke to join his Mothers Of Invention. The band’s mixture of
Doo-Wop, Rock, Symphony orchestral material, and Jazz was an amazing learning curve for Duke.
After a year with Zappa he replaced Joe Zawinul in Cannonball Adderley's band, but soon, in 1972,
he rejoined the Mothers, adding synthesisers and vocals to his repertoire. When the Mothers
disbanded Duke joined forces with Billy Cobham in a short lived project. Finally in 1977 he began
developing his own group, bringing to it the experiences he had gained from his past collaborations,
which resulted in the album, FROM ME TO YOU. A steady flow of albums followed, notably his 1979
classic, A BRAZILIAN LOVE AFFAIR.
During a career spanning five decades, he released some forty albums, achieved thirteen R&B chart
appearances, composed music for films and TV, was an accomplished music director, and
collaborated with many of the greats on various projects. Duke was among the backing musicians
on Howard Hewett’s biggest hit 'I'm For Real' in 1986, plus many, many more, including Michael
Jackson's trillion selling album OFF THE WALL. His production credits include albums for Gladys
Knight, The Pointer Sisters, Dianne Reeves, and Miles Davis.
His last album, DREAMWEAVER, was released in July 2013, as a tribute to his wife, who died from
cancer in 2012.
He died 5/8/2013 in Los Angeles, from chronic lymphocytes leukaemia.
Soulsssssssssssssssssssssssssoulssssssssssssssssssoulssssssssssssssssoul
CD REVIEW
BETTYE CRUTCHER... LONG AS YOU LOVE ME... (Ace) Stax cdsxd 141
As Long As You Love Me : When We're Together : Passion : A Little Bit More Won’t Hurt : Sunday
Morning's Gonna Find Us In Love : Sugar Daddy : Call Me When All Else Fails : Up For A Let Down : So
Lonely Without You : Sleepy People. Bonus tracks - So Glad To Have You : Don't You Think It's About
Time : Make A Joyful Noise : We've Got Love On Our Side : Walk On To Your New Love : I Forgive You.
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This sure is a left field release, one of the last albums I would have
expected to see on the shiny one. This superb album from late Bettye
Crutcher, was originally released in 1974 on Stax's subsidiary Enterprise
label, and belatedly came out in the UK on Pye in 1975. Unfortunately with
little promotional support from Stax the album didn't do much
commercially. Anyway a very welcome release, as this was well played in
Soulboy land way back then, and it's thoroughly enjoyable to relish in these
tracks once again after so long.
Bettye Crutcher, in 1968, along with Homer Banks and Raymond Jackson
formed a songwriting trio, and over the next three years they became one of the biggest sources of
hit material at Stax, including Johnnie Taylor's two million seller, 'Who's Making Love'.
A reluctant performer, Bettye was given the opportunity and coaxed into recording an album of her
own material, which she co-produced, with Mack Rice, along with the Muscle Shoals rhythm section.
The result is the essence of dignified but sultry Southern soul. With her light flexible voice and
breathy styling she touches each cut with rare delicacy. One cannot help but think of the Sweet
Inspiration and their outings on Stax. Bettye is especially fine on bluesy deep soul ballads like 'So
Lonely Without You', and the moving pleading ballad 'Call Me When All Else Fails'. Swirling strings
and rasping horns accompany Bettye's seductive delivery on 'A Little Bit More Won’t Hurt'. A
dramatic backdrop chaperons Bettye's sultry vocals on 'When We're Together', where the Rhythm
section add a kind of laid back funky groove with nods to Jamaica. What would this have been in
the Soul Children's hands? Ms Crutcher occasionally breaks out in a sweat, particularly on the horn
driven up-tempo 'Sugar Daddy', which is a throbbing dancer, with shades of the old Motown sound,
particularly the Marvelettes 'Danger Heartbreak Dead Ahead', and the upbeat cascading string
driven 'Sunday Morning's Gonna Find Us In Love'. There is a real sixties feel on 'Up For The Let
Down', brass, strings, horns, harmonies all embrace her tender vocals. 'Sleepy People' is as it says
on the tin, very downbeat, featuring a delightful flowing arrangement, which complements Bettye's
emotional vocals spot on. The relaxed mid-tempo title track 'As Long As You Love Me', and the
luscious 'Passion' had previously been out by her Stax sister, Shirley Brown, (Woman to Woman
LP); you make up your mind who wins.
The bonus tracks, including two demos, are certainly worth their inclusion, which includes the lush
up-tempo 'So Glad To Have You', which was another track that Shirley Brown had out.
Recorded in Muscle Shoals, with beautiful restrained accompaniments and arrangements by
Johnny Allen and Isaac Hayes which are all first class. Originally released at a time when soul music
had become submerged in a welter of street funk, this is simply filled with charming beauty proving
that real soul music will always break through.
Soulsssssssssssssssssssssssssoulssssssssssssssssssoulssssssssssssssssoul
SOUL/R&B SINGLES released in the UK by label. 1970. Catalogue numbers in brackets. (Part 6).
Unless stated all comment relate to the A side.
ELEKTRA
Elektra was formed in 1950. During the fifties and early sixties, the label concentrated on folk and
early protest singers. From then on it moved into more mainstream pop. The label is still going
strong today under the Atlantic record group organisation.
Dorothy Morrison - Rain/John The Rabbit (2101.001) (US Elektra)
Ms Morrison was the featured vocalist with the Edwin Hawkins Singers on 'Oh Happy Day'. This was
her second solo single after leaving the E.H.S. She retains a distinct and deliberate gospel feel.
Uptempo but nothing special. Flip reminds me of 'Frankie & Johnny'.
Dorothy Morrison - The Border Song/Brand New Day (2101.014) (US Elektra)
More uplifting vinyl.
The Voices Of East Harlem - Right On, Be Free/Gotta Be A Change, Oh Yeah (2101.013) (US
Elektra)
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This is a goody. The thirteen strong group were openly militant Black Power performers, that
sounded like a funked up Edwin Hawkins Singers. Miss Gerri Griffin takes lead on this powerful
uptempo ditty, and she certainly possesses a powerful voice, which simply oozes soul. Amen.
I was in the congregation at the Royal Albert Hall, sometime around the release of this single. Few
groups could have raise the Albert Hall roof quite like the Voices did. One of the best Gospel-Soul
conglomerations I have ever witnessed live. It took a long time to come down to earth. Oh Yeah.
The Voices Of East Harlem - No No No/Music In The Air (2101.018) (US Elektra)
From the album RIGHT ON, BE FREE. Uptempo with plenty of action, once again featuring those
superb dynamic gospel overtones.
EMBER
Ember was formed in the late fifties by Jeffrey Kruger, owner of the Flamingo club as an outlet for
jazz, R&B, soul, rockabilly etc, before moving across to releases that covered the whole music
spectrum. In 1979, after Kruger had continued to put out an impressive number of soul releases, he
slowly wound the business down.
Tony & Tyrone - Everyday Fun/Whip Your Loving On Me (290) (US GM)
Three years after the duo’s classic 'Please Operator' they turned up with this beauty. The platter
opens with a New Orleans flavoured intro, before Robert Tony Johnson and Tyrone Pickens vocally
erupt on this joyful catchy ditty. Not unlike Sam & Dave/Sam & Bill etc. A real soul goody. This
seems to be their last ever single release.
Carol Woods - If I Let You/Will You Still Love Me Tomorrow (288) (US ?)
Ms Woods certainly can sing. Something of the famed Detroit sound to it. Nice but not an
outstanding forty five.
EVOLUTION
Evolution records based in Old Compton Street, London, was in operation from 1969 to 1971.
Roy Dadson - The Whole World Is Aflame/Shakey Shake ( 2448) (UK Prod)
This gentleman is Ghanaian, who offers us a big ballad with an interesting chorus, but generally
does not have much going for it.
Otis Redding - She's Alright/Tuff Enough (2442) (US Gerald)
These two tracks were recorded in the very dawn of his career. Redding's
outfit called itself the Shooters for his first release, a blues based rocker, sung
in mock Coasters style 'Tuff Enough' b/w a medium tempo aka Little
Richard/Joe Tex R&B rocker, 'She's All Right'. His recording debut proved
unsuccessful. Years later when Redding's name was established, this same
coupling reappeared on the Denver based Finer Arts label, choosing 'She's
All Right' as the A side and re-naming the group Otis Redding and the
Shooters. Two excellent up-tempo rockin' R&B tracks, which are a long way
from what was to come from the soul giant.
HARVEST
Harvest records was created by EMI in 1969 to market progressive rock music. That's basically how
it stayed until the present. A small number of soul/disco releases slipped through
the net as did this.
Ike & Tina Turner - The Hunter/Bold Soul Sister (5018) (US Blue Thumb)
A typical slab of Ike & Tina funk. Originally recorded by Albert King,
and this version retains the hard and solid, strutting beat of the King Remember you're in
safe soul hands with....
version. This used to fill the discotheque floors. Flip is another
outstanding piece of funk. They sound so dated these days, but in
1970 these were killer dillers.

SOULBOY

Keep on keeping on
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Genre: Black piano from the boogie woogie era
No. of tracks: 70
Label: Fantastic Voyage
Number: FVTD167
Compiler: Mike Rowe
www.fantasticvoyagemusic.com
Woodie Mike Rowe is a renowned blues researcher of over 50
years, whose list of accomplishments includes author of
several blues books, blues magazine editor, blues record label
owner, blues magazine contributor and blues CD compiler.
Mike compiled this collection of obscure piano focused blues,
to appeal to the casual enthusiast as well as the specialist
collector.
The recordings emanate from the boogie woogie era of the late 1930s, continue through the 1940s,
then picks up the piano jump blues, finishing in 1953 with the exception of one 1960s track, this a
couple of years or so before the explosion of commercial rock and roll. You will hear a few
melancholy blues but in the main the tracks are up-tempo. Included is the mandatory best of the
best, i.e. The Boogie Woogie Trio, and many outstanding tracks from obscure individuals such as
my favourites Willie Johnson, Lonnie Lyons and Bob Gaddy. Sadly no recordings available from
Skinny Head Pete, Stiff Arm Eddie, or Papa Lord God. A 19 page coloured booklet accompanies
the set displaying photos of some of the original 78s, and a neat brief history of the blues piano.
Disc 1 “Bluebird Beat”
Contains 23 titles recorded circa 1940 with three tracks from the 1950s. A familiar track from 1941
recorded on Okeh is Champion Jack Dupree’s “Junker Blues” but known by most as Fats Domino’s
“The Fat Man”. Dupree did live in the UK for some time and was an accomplished artist, and at least
one reader has an autographed piece of his modern art hanging on a wall. Dupree has two tracks
included, and the well-known Peter Chatman, a.k.a. Memphis Slim has four. A much more obscure
name is Josh Alheimer, who in1940 backed Big Bill Broonzy on “Midnight Steppers” with some
rolling boogie woogie piano. Why was this not called “Shake A Leg”? Catch also Bob White’s 1941
“I’m The Woogie Man” and Big Maceo’s 1945 solid thumpin’ instrumental “Chicago Breakdown” with
his incredible right hand gymnastics.
Disc 2: The Boogie Woogie Trio Plus
The Trio being Meade Lux Lewis, Pete Johnson and Albert Ammons, who famously in 1938 and
1939 brought boogie woogie to an international audience via the Carnegie “Spiritual to Swing”
Concert. The Trio artists have 15 boogies represented out of 23 tracks on this CD, and I can
understand why. These names are gods, keyboard kings. Just listen to track 8, Pete Johnson’s 1939
“Climbin’ and Screamin” the clangin’ right hand at the top end of the keyboard and the chompin’
dismembered left laying down the rhythm, taking no prisoners. Can there be better? Well, track 10
offers up Pete Johnson and Albert Ammons’ 1941 “Pine Creek”, the left hand bass building up
slowly to provide a so solid wall of rhythm you could only climb over. This is followed by Cripple
Clarence Crofton’s 1943 vocal “I Don’t Know” with a right hand chopping the top notes like a
celebrity chef dicing up a cucumber. Jimmy Yancey’s 1943 “At The Window” brings us down to earth
with a wonderful moody blues incorporating a slow boogie woogie left hand riff, and I bet more than
a few inspired pianists have cut their teeth on this one, and probably also with Cripple Clarence
Crofton’s 1939 “Had A Dream”; listen to that descending keyboard run.
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The final track on the CD is the 1946 Albert Ammons’ version of Gershwin’s “Lady Be Good”, a
Gershwin tune I hear more and more boogie woogie pianists tackle, but not necessarily with the
iconic Mercury label bass and guitar solo.
Disc 3: Post War Piano
Don’t worry; the boogie woogie rhythm is strongly represented here along with some incredible
powerhouse early 1950s combos. Twenty one performers offering twenty four tracks. A mixture of
familiar gems and obscure masterpieces, and I start with Track two Thunder Smith’s 1946 pounding
“Little Mama Boogie” (Aladdin Records), and then interdispersed throughout the CD we have boogie
tracks from the legendary masters such as Cecil Gant, the late Little Willie Littlefield, Amos Milburn
and Piano Red.
Concentrating on some of the other names, we have Sunnyland Slim on piano backing J. B. Lenoir’s
1953 “The Mojo” which is an R&B steady rocker with nice sax, followed by pianist Henry Gray
supporting Morris Pejoe with the easy rocking Fats Domino “No More Crying Over You”, great
guitar. Another medium pacer is Henry Gray again with Howling Wolf on the Chess 1955 “I Have A
Little Girl”. James Clark, pianist, supports Eddie Boyd on his RCA Victor 1947 jumper “I Had To Let
Her Go”, great bass and sax, one for the jiving fraternity for sure. Another stomper is Lonnie Lyons’
Freedom 1949 “Down In The Groovy”, which is much in the Amos Milburn style with a rippling piano
right hand, alternate blasting sax and guitar solos. Bob Gaddy’s 1952 “Bicycle Boogie” has an
unusual thumping doghouse bass intro before launching into a powerhouse crescendo, and
requires a Public Health Warning. Finally but not least, Willie Johnson’s 1950 “Sampson Street
Boogie” is another absolutely fantastic 1950 boogie woogie squealing and honkin’ sax pounder,
which submerges real low before an explosive sax finish. This track could be an alternative fuel for
energy, sure got me and probably my neighbours warmed up.
The sound quality of this gatefold set is a superb, and it is truly nice to hear the original crackle and
hiss of a couple of tracks lifted from 78s, juke joint quality.
To learn more about the history of boogie woogie catch piano maestro James Goodwin live on the
show “Ragtime to Rock’n’Roll: A History of Blues and Boogie Woogie Piano”.
www.jamesgoodwin.co.uk/news.html.
Q: Which famous American boogie woogie player performed before the King and Queen at
Buckingham Palace?
A: You’ll find it in the booklet.
Ken Major
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Letters to the Editor
Dear Keith, Alan and H,
Hi Keith,
Congratulations on TFTW surviving
for so many years! And thanks also
for providing me with an outlet for
my Rock’n’Roll ravings. Compiling
the current issue/s looks like a
formidable task, even though they
are online.

Many thanks to all concerned for
the immense amount of work
that has been devoted to
digitising all these TFTW back
issues.

Rock On,

I have the majority - but not all of the printed editions. Now it is
great to have access to the
complete set, and in a
convenient and rapid manner.

Neil Foster

Your work is much appreciated.

May I wish you and all the staff
many more years of success.

All the best,
Sandy MacDiarmid

Can I be the first to point out that
your sincere obit. for Marshall
Lytle in ‘Tales From The Woods’
#74 carried a photograph of
drummer Dick Richards!!
Paul Barrett – who was after all
the first to bring the Comets sans
Bill to Europe!!!

The Organ for the Swedish
Rock'n'Roll Club
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and the Legal Eagles
If you are seeking a more incompetent bunch of oafs than
Britain’s solicitors then you are going to have a hard job.
Bungling, self-righteous, holier than thou, idiots,
apparently one and all, as I will demonstrate from
personal experience.
Around eight years ago I bought the two shares that
existed in a company called Southern Rock Ltd and,
although a humble hack in real life, I rejoiced in the title of Chief Executive Officer,
but I never had the bottle to put it on my business cards.
Around three years later, I got my first court summons. I was due to appear in county
court as a result of my alleged failure to settle a motoring insurance claim. Obviously,
this worried me, and as I went through the copious paperwork, I realised that the
lawyers acting for the aggrieved had confused Southern Rock Ltd, as registered at
Companies House, with Southern Rock (Gibraltar) Ltd.
My company specialised in things to do with Rock’n’Roll music, mainly emanating
from the southern states. Thus, Southern Rock. The insurance company which
apparently did not pay out to its claimants was based in Gibraltar, the “southern
rock” of its own brand name.
The court papers contained all the personal information, full name, age, address, car
licence plates and so on of the clients the solicitor represented and, as a result of
this careless dissemination of confidential information, had left the poor
unfortunates open to identity theft.
Therefore I immediately phoned the solicitors in question to explain, and stop the
court proceedings. I was unable to get through to any decision makers at all at the
solicitors’ offices, and was told to put my points in writing. Which I did.
I also phoned the relevant court to put a stop to what could have ended up as criminal
proceedings, and was told to do the same. Which I did.
The end of that, you might think. Until the following week, from an entirely different
part of the country, at a different county court, involving a different solicitor and a
different client, came another summons with a completely parallel set of
circumstances. An accident claim had not been paid out. I was sent drawings of the
accident scene, photographs of the accident, full details of both drivers – and a court
date.
On this occasion I was able to reach the relevant solicitor on the phone. He told me
things like this never happen, his company was of the highest competence, he had
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never heard of anything like this, and no further action would be taken against me or
my company.
Whew! I had taken time out of work to solve a problem which could have become
nasty, and that, surely, would be the last I heard of it. Wrong!
For the next year, I was getting solicitors’ letters and court letters along similar lines
almost weekly to the point I went to The Law Society and asked them if they could send
a round-robin to all their members explaining the difference between Southern Rock
Ltd and Southern Rock (Gibraltar) Ltd, one a publishing company, the other an
insurance company.
They could not.
Around four years ago, I sold the magazine the company published, and wound it up.
It would no longer be listed at Companies House, so no solicitors’ clerks could
confuse us with anyone else. I thought.
We still retain the same accountancy firm to deal with our tax matters, and it was to
these offices that our company was registered, and it was to this practice that the
solicitors’ and court letters were sent before being forwarded to me for action.
A couple of weeks back, we delivered our modest annual accounts to the accountant,
and, in passing, he revealed that he was still receiving a steady stream of court
summons for the company that has now been defunct for four years. He marked them
“Return to Sender” and put them in the post.
OK, that’s a general illustration of the slapdash way these bozos put their clients at
risk, and don’t care. Let’s get personal.
My own lawyer, a school friend who has now sadly passed on, made his first court
appearance to represent a lad who had been caught riding his pushbike on the
pavement.
Now I don’t claim to be high-flying hack. But when I started out bashing a typewriter
I was covering bank raids and murders by the age of 17, and had my first front page
lead in London’s Evening Standard at that age. I earned a pittance, but I didn’t need
to concern myself with heinous crimes like kids riding their bikes on the pavement.
So when my friend was asked by the magistrate why the lad had climbed back on his
bike and continued riding on the path even after the police had stopped him, he had
no reply. And decided court work was not for him, and never represented anyone in
court again.
Instead, he concentrated on property matters, and restricted himself to
conveyancing. As a result of his inattention to detail, we were gazumped
unnecessarily when I moved into my present house, my daughter had to point out she
had negative equity in a flat she sold through him, and his law partnership was finally
struck off for failing to produce its accounts in a timely fashion.
Meanwhile, he and his partners had become quietly rich. But not rich enough to
continue lunchtime drinking when the price of beer went up by tuppence. Instead, he
would walk over to the supermarket lunchtimes, buy a bottle of wine, and consume
that at his desk each day.
No wonder he and his ilk could not tell the difference between a Southern Rock and
the Rock of Gibraltar. There are, no doubt, there must be, legal eagles who can fly.
But I’m still waiting for take-off.
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The

Vinyl Word

Nick Cobban has very kindly allowed TFTW to reproduce articles
from his blog (http://thevinylword.blogspot.com/) so feel free to nip
over and take a look at his many articles. Thanks Nick.
Monday, September 30, 2013
Roddy Jackson Rocks In London
Roddy Jackson must be one of the wildest original rockers to hit a
London stage in many a long year. Last night's Tales From The
Woods show in the downstairs room of the Spice of Life pub on the
edge of Soho was the first time that this 1950’s Californian rock and
roller - dubbed the Central Valley Fireball - has played a central
London venue, despite appearing at several rockabilly festivals over
the years. It was a show to remember, with some exciting, raucous
vocals, combined with Roddy's Jerry Lee Lewis-styled piano playing
and frantic sax work. All of this was backed up by the Tales From The
Woods house band, who were on top form as ever, with drummer Howard Tibble joining regulars
John Spencely (excellent on lead guitar), Robb Davis on bass, ace keyboardist Claire Hamlin and
sax men Alex Bland and Sid Phillips - a stellar line-up indeed.
Roddy had a brief recording career with Specialty in LA when he Claire and Howard in action.
was discovered by Sonny Bono and introduced to label owner Art
Rupe, but never quite made it despite three top class rockabilly 45s.
He stuck mainly to his own compositions last night with a couple of
nods to his idol and fellow Specialty artist Little Richard in the form
of Lucille and Good Golly Miss Molly. Rod is fun, as well being a
genuine rocker, as his first number, his own novelty song Hiccups,
showed. He followed this with another early rocker Any Old Town,
Juke Box Baby and the slower No One Else Will Do. His keyboard
playing was nothing short of manic on Baby Don't You Do This To
Me and he moved on to one of his 'love' songs (one of many, he said, as he would fall in love several
times a day in those days), Gloria, and then to Larry Williams' She Said Yeah, a song he co-wrote
with Sonny Bono. Other originals flew thick and fast - I Found A New Girl, There's A Moose On The
Loose (the B side of Hiccups, with some great vocal sound effects), Love At First Sight, Johnny's
Last Ride, She's My One And Only and Consider, before launching into his first 45 - one that would
have made him a star, he said, if a promised appearance on American Bandstand had gone ahead
- I've Got My Sights On Someone New. Finally he gave the band a chance to shine individually with
Come On Everybody Let's Go Rock And Roll. They did!
The TFTW house band were tremendous throughout, with Claire taking over keyboard duties when
Roddy moved on to the saxophone, and Alex and Sid reciprocating on horn duties when he played
keyboards. As someone said, Roddy is the 'real deal' of rock and roll. I can't argue with that.
The show opened with one of the most authentic of British rockers
Cliff Edmonds, again backed superbly by the house band, who
set a cracking pace on a selection of Rock’n’Roll and R&B
classics: Corrine Corrina, Be My Guest, Sea Cruise, Fannie
Brown Got Married, Hello Josephine, Clarence Gatemouth
Brown's She Walks Right In, a delicious Tears On My Pillow,
Sugaree, Smiley Lewis's Nervous Fellow (Real Gone Lover), the
Platters' dramatic My Prayer, Eddie Cochran's Teenage Heaven
and a great version of Little Richard's I Can't Believe You Wanna
Leave as an encore.
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This was possibly the best Tales From The Woods show to date and promoter Keith Woods
deserves credit for putting together a genuinely rocking show in central London.
Friday, September 20, 2013
The Good Old Days Revisited
One hundred years ago a good night out often consisted of a trip to the Music Hall, where
comedians and singers entertained audiences across the UK. Stars such as Dan Leno, Marie Lloyd
and Harry Champion were household names. Later, Music Hall moved towards what became known
as Variety and made stars of Max Miller, Max Wall, Arthur Askey and many others, who in some
cases cemented their fame via the popular radio shows of the day or on film. As many as ten acts,
including jugglers, ventriloquists, conjurors and acrobats, would make up the bottom half of the bill.
Then television came along and it killed the Music Hall and Variety Theatre stone dead.
Well, nearly. In 1963 the British Music Hall Society was formed to preserve this endangered species
and prevent its extinction and 50 years on the society has succeeded in restoring one of London's
first Music Halls - Wilton's, near the City - and a magnificent building it is too. I went there today for
day one of a three day Festival of Music Hall and Variety, organised, in part, by fellow Woodie Bill
Haynes, and it was a thoroughly enjoyable experience.
Here are some photos from the day, beginning with the man who was,
for me, the day's highlight - Jools Holland. Jools is a fantastic pianist
and also, it would seem, a thoroughly nice man as well as being a Music
Hall fan. He ran through half a dozen numbers ranging from Roses Of
Picardy to a blues number, a Music Hall song and a Fats Waller
selection, ending by accompanying the excellent and very funny Roy
Hudd, president of the society, on a 19th century song by Harry Dacre
about the poor of London.
Earlier in the day there was an interesting talk about the history of
ventriloquism by one of the UK's top vents Steve Hewlett. Like Music Hall
itself, the art had nearly died out, until recent TV talent shows gave it a bit
of a boost. Steve ended his amusing talk, which included the stories of past
vents such as Terry Hall, Arthur Worsley, Saveen and Edgar Berger, by
bringing on one of the most famous dummies of them all - Archie Andrews,
a name that will instantly bring back memories of Sunday afternoons and
the radio show Educating Archie to anyone of my age. Archie is on the left,
by the way.
After a break, the show resumed with a very funny act by a stand-up comedian from an earlier era
named Joe Goodman, (taking the place at short notice of Freddie 'Parrot Face' Davies, who was ill),
who cracked some good jokes which would go down well even in today's comedy clubs. He ended
his act by putting on the greasepaint of a clown and here he is with Roy Hudd. Roy also did a
hilarious double act with Music Hall enthusiast John Henty, who introduced a previously unknown
film - actually a series of Mutoscope cards (better known as cards for a What the Butler Saw
machine) - showing Dan Leno, which are believed to be the only moving pictures of him in existence.
After Jools Holland came a genuine Music Hall sequence featuring the Paper Moon Theatre
Company, based on The Good Old Days TV series of years gone by. 'Chairman' of the show was
one of the original hosts of the shows at the City Varieties in
Leeds, Johnny Dennis.
The acts featured in the Paper Moon sequence included (left to
right) a Gracie Fields tribute, Judith Hibbert; an old style, and very
good and funny juggler, Michael Pearse; George Formby-style
uke act Andy Eastwood; bizarrely dressed 'Man who broke the
bank at Monte Carlo', Peter John; former Good Old Days star
singing 'Always the bridesmaid' Jan Hunt; and, guesting, Roy
Hudd as Bud Flanagan. An excellent example of variety I thought,
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but, sadly, very much of an earlier time and it's not hard to see why it
lost out to TV.
Originally opened in 1858 but closed for many years prior to restoration,
Wilton's Music Hall is a wonderfully ornate theatre and the Festival
featured dozens of original posters, as well as an exhibition of
costumes, including Max Miller's famous floral coat (left).
Finally, here's a photo of me outside Wilton's, which is hidden away
down a back alley near the Docklands Light Railway.
Saturday, August 10, 2013
Johnny Marvel's Blues Groove
I'm always on the lookout for half-decent British blues bands (a rare
phenomenon) so I was impressed today by Johnny Marvel's Blues
Groove, who played at the pub near where I live in Hampshire.
Johnny (son of music journalist Seamus McGarvey) has a good
voice and a fine band behind him, especially the lead guitar and
keyboard men. I couldn't fault his
choice of material, which ranged
from bluesy numbers like You Got
Me Dizzy, Keep What You Got and
There's A Man Down There,
through boogie woogie (Take Me Right Back ToThe Track, Jack),
soul (You're No Good and See-saw), rock (Whole Lotta Love) and
even a bit of Rock’n’Roll (Great Balls Of Fire). Johnny looks the
part with a blue velvet jacket and cravat and this was a highly
enjoyable set. It was much enjoyed by my friend Maureen (see
photo).
As usual, TFTW would like to thank Nick for allowing us to borrow (steal?) his articles.

Rock’n’Roll on RADIO CAROLINE
EVERY TUESDAY NIGHT
Between 6pm & 9pm UK time
with your host Dell Richardson & guests!

TO LISTEN ON BROADBAND INTERNET THEN GO TO
EITHER OF OUR WEBSITES ON www.caroline.rockers.co.uk
or www.radiocaroline.co.uk
To tune in your satellite set top box, go here

The Boat That (still) Rocks!
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George Jones
(T he Marriages)
In 1950 Jones married Dorothy Bonvillion and, despite this being a very acrimonious marriage, they
had a daughter, Susan. Constant abuse and his refusal to pay for the upkeep of his wife and
daughter led to Jones being arrested and put in jail. On his release from jail he enlisted into the
Marines, reputedly to escape from the bad relationship with his wife. This all led to a divorce from
Dorothy within a year of the wedding.
Jones was demobbed from the Marines in 1953 and pursued his musical career.
He was fortunate in that a new record label, Starday, had just been formed in
the area and Jones got his first recording contract with them. Whilst performing
at a club in Houston, Texas he met Shirley Corley whom he married in 1954.
Around mid-1955, at the newly opened Gold Star studios, George was to record
‘Why Baby, Why’ for Starday Records as a duet with Sonny Burns, a singer he
performed with quite regularly. But Burns never showed up so George recorded
the song alone and Pappy Daily overdubbed his voice to make it sound like a
duet. Jones’ version reached No. 4 in the Billboard charts. However the No. 1
hit was by Red Sovine and Webb Pierce, two well established country music
stars. It was also a massive world-wide pop hit for Pat Boone.
In 1955-56 Pappy Daily got Jones several guest spots on the Louisiana Hayride TV show on which
he shared top billing with Elvis Presley. Jones’ biggest hit so far came in 1958 - it tapped into his
crazier, boozy side as his drinking on the road was becoming legendary, a great novelty song written
by J P Richardson (The Big Bopper). ‘White Lightning’ zoomed Jones from an also-ran to star status
overnight. The Big Bopper had recorded the song originally but with little success.
As Jones became more famous his notoriety for drink and drugs meant he was often absent from
his marriage to Shirley and their sons Jeffrey and Brian… but Jones seemed not to care as the
marriage slowly spiralled down a slippery path to an untenable solution. George was having much
success with his recording career with several hit records coming over the next few years. Sadly his
marriage had, by now, gone past the point of no return. Shirley had suffered enough of his wild crazy
antics and she divorced him in 1968.
After the divorce George moved and settled down in Nashville
and not long afterwards met another young female singer whom
he had long admired, Tammy Wynette. She had been a Jones
fan since her early teens and they soon became strong fiends.
Her marriage to guitarist Don Chapel had disintegrated since
she discovered he had been selling nude photographs of her.
During one of Jones’ visits to the Chapel home he witnessed a
fight between Tammy and Chapel. Jones intervened and had a
few strong words to say to Chapel. After things calmed down,
to Tammy’s utter surprise, Jones declared his long time love for
her. Jones, unaware of all the turmoil in Tammy’s life, asked her
to get her children and they then eloped together and got
married in February 1968.
In one attempt by Tammy to keep Jones away from the drugs
and alcohol available in the local bars she confiscated his car keys. However, a phone call from the
county sheriff a short while later revealed that Jones was in prison having been arrested for being
drunk and driving a motorised lawn mower on the main highway on his way to the nearest bar.
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In 1971 George and Tammy moved to Lakeland, Florida where Jones opened an outdoor Country
Music theme park. Charley Pride and Conway Twitty opened proceedings and George and Tammy
closed the show. At this time Mr and Mrs Country Music, as they had been dubbed, had a very
successful stage act. This climaxed with them performing ‘The Ceremony’, a Billy Sherrill song,
during which they re-enacted their wedding vows. This tableau brought mixed views from the
musical scribes of the day. It appeared there were more disliking it than those who liked it.
By 1973 rumours were rife that George and Tammy’s marriage was on the rocks. George was hitting
the bottle, Tammy was hitting the bottle, they were hitting each other with bottles - these were just
some of the vicious rumours going the rounds. This led to Tammy filing for divorce. When none of
the rumours proved to be true the couple vowed to patch things up which led to Tammy withdrawing
the divorce petition.
By 1974 things had finally crumbled for George and Tammy. A song with very moving lyrics, ‘These
Days (I Barely Get By)’, which was written by Tammy and recorded by George on the 11th December
1974, effectively captured Jones’ dark moods of that time. So much so that he left Tammy two days
after recording the song and this time Tammy did not withdraw her divorce petition. The divorce was
granted and their chattels and property were divided equally. This meant that Jones had now
become one of those mournful souls that he sang about in his No. 1 hit song ‘The Grand Tour’.
Another stormy marriage had come and gone but during it Tammy
presented George with a daughter Tamala Georgette. She now tours the
world as Georgette Jones, singing some of the songs that made her
parents famous.
After the divorce from Tammy, Jones had
several relationships that included a
couple of engagements but not one of
them lasted very long. Things changed for
the better for Jones when he met a
divorcee from Louisiana named Nancy
Sepulveda. She seemed more interested
in him as a person than as a country music star. She stood by George
as his personal situation became really desperate and tolerated his
many shortcomings.
The culmination of Jones’ crazy antics came when a TV News crew
from WSMV Nashville filmed a police car chase that ended with Jones
being arrested once again for drunken driving. In an effort to put a
brake on Jones’ crazy and wild lifestyle, Nancy persuaded George to leave Nashville and move to
Louisiana. They lived there for a while and then moved to the Big Thicket area around Beaumont,
Texas where Jones grew up.
George married Nancy in 1983 and she remained loyally and faithfully by his side until his recent
passing.

R.I.P George Jones
The greatest honky tonk singer in country music history
Quote:

“A country music singer can sing a honky tonk song but that does not
make him a honky tonk singer. To be a true honky tonk singer you not
only have had to sing the songs, but you had to have lived the life. I did both.”
George Jones
Cliff Stevens
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Former X Factor contestant Glaswegian vocalist Melanie Mason accompanied by British Blues
Connection guitarist of 1995 Todd Sharpville performed a short set to open the evening, mainly
consisting of sixties and seventies classics from the likes of Etta James, Ann Peebles and Aretha
Franklin.
The Great Lady of Soul began her set singing Lennon & McCartney’s ‘The Word’ off stage and
followed with Eddie Hinton’s ‘I Still Want To Be Your Baby (Take Me As I Am)’. Tom Waits’
‘Yesterday Is Here’ was followed by two Neil Young songs, ‘Everybody Knows This Is Nowhere’ and
‘Heart Of Gold’, and Lucinda Williams’ ’Joy’.
The Moody Blues’ ‘Nights In White Satin’ was her first visit to the “Interpretations: The British Rock
Songbook” album (an album that she hadn’t featured in her London visits so far) and the first
deviation from the set she performed at the Jazz Café eight months previously.
Before ‘My Man’, her debut single from 1962, when she was 16 years old, Bettye told us that all of
her Detroit contemporaries were on American Bandstand, while she was turned down.
The ballad ‘Your Turn To Cry’ “originally recorded by Joe Simon… but I sing it better” is available
on YouTube. ‘I’m Tired’ was dedicated to writer Chris Youlden who was in the house
After Pete Townshend’s ‘Love Reign O’er Me’ she praised her “fabulous musicians” (no arguments
from me), which included new boy James Simonson on bass. ‘Close As I’ll Get To Heaven’ from her
W C. Handy Award winning 2002 set A Woman Like Me saw Ms LaVette depart the stage, only to
return for ‘Sleep To Dream’ which saw the band leave the stage one by one leaving Bettye to deliver
an a cappella ‘I Still Do Not Want What I Haven’t Got’.
Pure soul heaven!
Jon Taylor

Elmer ‘Lee’ Fields recorded his debut single in 1969, although he only came to my attention 30 years
later with the “Let’s Get A Groove On” CD (Desco Records), a set that showed a heavy James
Brown influence and established Fields as the leader of the so-called deep funk movement.
The six-piece, dark suited Expressions, Fields’ US band of trumpet, tenor saxophone, keyboard,
guitar, bass and drums, began with an instrumental before the white suited singer took the stage.
Fields’ last two albums on the Truth & Soul label have seen him move from the funk idiom to a more
soulful style and much of the material was in this mode. Last year’s Faithful Man was well
represented by ‘Still Hanging On’, ‘I Still Got It’ - both mid-tempo items – the ballad ‘Wish You Were
Here’ and the pleading title track, which closed the show.
‘Fought For Survival’ from 1979’s “Let’s Talk It Over” LP saw Fields in his Little JB mode. ‘Money I$
King’ from 2009’s “My World” had the dance-floor busy and some nifty moves from Fields. ‘Sunny’
(coincidentally it was the day after Bobby Hebb's birthday) started slow then the tempo picked up.
A funk instrumental encore ensued before Fields returned after a costume change for something
"nice and cool".
Whether in deep funk or retro soul mode Fields is a force to be reckoned with and a marvellous
singer and showman.
Jon Taylor
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Dominique “Imperial” ANGLARES
March 20, 2013
In 1952, Fabor Robinson brought Johnny Horton to the Louisiana Hayride
where he made his first appearance on May 24, 1952. Johnny and Claude
became close friends and big fishing buddies. They often booked out
together so that they could fish and hunt before the gig. They liked fishing so
much they even missed a few shows although it was a hard time regarding
money. Shortly before Elvis had “Milkcow Blues (Boogie)” issued on January
8, 1955, Johnny Horton introduced Claude King to Elvis. The least we can
say is Claude was dubious about Elvis’ abilities to make it in country music.
An opinion also shared by 27 year old Jimmy Newman.
Johnny Horton recorded quite a few of Claude’s compositions like “I Don’t Like I Did” (Col 21538),
“She Knows Why” (Col 40919) and “Take Me Like I Am” (Col 41502). That last song, a raucous one,
was first tried on May 23, 1956 and cut again on September 29, 1959. “I Don’t Like I Did”, a solid
country ditty, was recorded on May 23, 1956 while “She Knows Why”, another superb muscular
country song, was recorded on April 11, 1957 and the songwriter credits were shared with Johnny.
However, a few months after a Rockabilly oriented record on Dee-Jay 1247 (Run Baby Run/Not
Sure of You) that flopped, Claude ended up quitting the music business. These sides were recorded
late 1956 at KRMD radio, located in the Jefferson Hotel in downtown Shreveport, after the gang had
been dove hunting. Here were Johnny Horton (rhythm gtr), Tommy Tomlinson (lead gtr), Tillman
Franks (bs) and Claude (vcl/rhythm gtr). That much sought after record when issued in February
1957 was reviewed as “An exuberant vocal performance on a briskly paced rhythm-blues with a
good beat”. “Not Sure Of You” is a very attractive country song blending some Hank Williams
overtones with a solid Johnny Horton sound. That lesser known side should have been reissued on
some comp. “Run Baby Run” is easier to find on 45 rpm bootleg and on White Label LP 8875. The
“Dee Jay” label was set up by Jack Beasley, an entertainer and DJ at KOMA radio in Oklahoma City
and a group of partners including Biff Collie and Tillman Franks. We know only one release on that
label from Oklahoma filed on February 15, 1956 but we know it comes also with a short lived
magazine named “Dee-Jay”. Only three different issues were printed. Another label from Cleveland
took the name of “Dee-Jay” and there is also a different “Dee Jay” from Jamaica. On October 12,
1957, Claude played the Louisiana Hayride topping the show with Wanda Jackson, Sleepy La Beef
and Johnny Horton. By then Claude had a Fan Club run by Hazel Field from Shreveport.
Claude went to work as a carpenter for his brother George at Southern Builders but on April 1, 1958
he was part of the cast celebrating the Louisiana Hayride’s Tenth Anniversary with Webb Pierce,
The Browns, Faron Young and Jimmie Davis. When Horton’s father died in August 3, 1959, Johnny
gave all of the old carpenter’s tools to Claude. Around the same time, Tillman and Johnny Horton
tried unsuccessfully to get him back in the business knowing he could have been as big as anybody.
He was also a handsome artist being six feet tall with 175 well distributed pounds with equal appeal
to both town and country fans. He was a combination of robust masculinity and gentle tenderness
that every girl dreams of and every man is proud to call a friend.
When Johnny Horton was killed on November 5, 1960, driving the 220 miles from Austin to
Shreveport, Claude was waiting for him for duck hunting in a huge swamp they had nicknamed
“Alligator Hole”. On the way to Johnny’s funeral, Claude told Tillman he knew Johnny wanted him
back in the music business and he was ready for it. He asked Tillman to be his manager who had
also in charge of Billie Jean Horton. Claude left his job and signed a 10 year term contract with
Tillman. A recording contract with "Columbia" followed soon via Don Law and a first unsuccessful
session was set in Nashville on April 16, 1961. Prior to that session Tillman Franks brought Claude
to Mira Smith’s recording studio at 2812 Greenwood Road, Shreveport to cut a demo for “Sweet
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Loving”, a country waltz, with very probably Clyde Baum on mandolin and vocal support. Clyde
Baum worked on KWKH in 1949 and played several sessions with Hank Williams, The Bailes
Brothers being also sidemen for Wayne Raney or Johnnie & Jack. A first work on “The
Comancheros”, written by Tillman Franks and Clyde Baum, was tried several times with straight
western orchestration and Clyde’s vocal support. No horns or strong vocal chorus make the later
Columbia recording sound very much like Johnny Horton. Ram records was the brainchild of Mira
Smith who was musician, studio engineer and songwriter. She had owned the “One and Only”
professional and commercial recording studio in Shreveport since 1956. In January 1959, Tillman
Franks, Jerry Kennedy and Johnny Horton worked out the arrangement here and demo tape of “The
Battle of New-Orleans”.

With Margaret Lewis

On June 9, 1961 Claude King played Davy Crockett Memorial Park
(Crockett – Tx) with Margaret Lewis, Mitchell Torok, Merle Kilgore and
George Self & The East Texas All-Stars. In the past, artists such as Johnny
Horton, Brenda Lee, Slim Whitman and Bob Wills have helped to build the
popularity of the festival. On June 8, 1962 some 3000 country music fans
trailed into the same location to attend the 26th annual all-day World
Championship Fiddlers’ Festival where Margaret played with Claude King,
Johnny Mathis and The Tillman Franks’ band. Margaret and Claude King
both enjoyed a repeat performance for KIVY radio of Crockett (Tx).
Claude’s records got strong support from Bob Stoner, Red Jones and Nat
Stuckey, all DJs at KWKH, and from Bill Mack and Neal Merritt (himself a
recording artist for Manco) from KENS radio in San Antonio.

“Big River, Big Man”, recorded on May 18, 1961, issued with “Sweet Loving” on June 13, 1961 on
Columbia 4-42043 found its way into the charts for 16 weeks. Tillman Franks took care of the
business from his office at 604 Commercial Building in Shreveport pushing also “Ocean of Tears”
by Billie Jean Horton, “John Dee Lee” by Margaret Lewis, “Get On Board, Little Children” and
“Marines, Let’s Go” by Rex Allen. On Saturday June 24, 1961, Margaret Lewis and Claude King
were in person at the Ram record shop to autograph their records sold for 69 cents each and
broadcast over KREB, Shreveport. A few DJs like Al Smith and some 20th Century-Fox
photographer where there and many pictures were taken. “Big River, Big Man” was issued in UK on
Philips PB.1173. On July 15, 1961, Claude was on the Louisiana Hayride with Don Gibson, Nat
Stuckey, June Carter and The Wilburn Brothers. That night Harmie Smith, Billie Jean Horton,
Tommy Tomlinson and Jerry Kennedy were introduced to the crowd. Backed by The Three Bs, Jerry
Kennedy and Sonny Harvell, Claude sang both sides of his single but also “Got The World By The
Tail” and “You Win Again”. On July 31, 1961, station KOKE in Austin, Tx, originated its first “Capitol
City Jamboree” with Faron Young, Billie Jean Horton, Warren Smith, Claude King and a few others.
Soon after on August 5, 1961, Claude made his first Grand Ole Opry appearance singing “Big River,
Big Man” backed up by The Jordanaires and “Sweet Loving” backed by The Plainsmen; two of the
greatest quartets of the time all in one evening. While in town, like every country singer used to do,
he visited Ralph Emery on “Opry Star Spotlight”. On August 28, 1961 in Shreveport the first Johnny
Horton Memorial Day was held at the Shreveport Ball Park just before game time. Of course, Claude
was there.
Claude’s next record, “The Comancheros” was the song for a movie of the same name staring John
Wayne and Stuart Whitman. It was not the title song but was used to promote the movie directed by
Michael Curtis. The song, written by Tillman Franks with the help of Clyde Baum, entered the charts
on November 1961 for 15 weeks. Recorded in August 3, 1961 it was issued in October 1961 with “I
Can't Get Over The Way You Got Over Me” on Columbia 4-42196 as well as in Australia on Coronet
KS-490. There’s an alternate version with Indian scream but no horn also in existence.
On the Bear Family DVD “I’m A Fishing Man” we have a short film shot at the Don Theatre showing
Claude King and Tillman Franks getting an award from Shreveport’s Mayor Clyde Front on January
12, 1962. We can also see Claude giving free copies of his records and giving an autograph. We
can also see Billie Jean Horton and Tommy Tomlinson on crutches. The movie was promoted by
20th Century Fox as a natural follow up to “North to Alaska”, also with John Wayne, that was
released on November 13, 1960.
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By then Claude had a fan club run by Peggy O’Riley with a journal titled “The Song Builder” and in
August 18, 1961 he was a guest for the “Five Star Jamboree” in Springfield, Mo, broadcast on
NBC-TV. He seems to have been back on September 1, 1961. On October 11, 1961 Claude played
the Bossier-Webster parish fair with Merle Kilgore who promoted his new release “Take Ginger and
Run Away”/”Wicked City” (Mercury 71839). At the end of the month he held 9th place as “Most
Promising Male Artist” in the Billboard 14th Annual C&W Disk Jockey Poll.
In November 1961, Claude was at the Nashville DJ convention in Nashville The Comancheros
before going on tour in Canada with Buck Owens, Wanda Jackson, Jimmie
Newman, Claude Gray, Billie Jean Horton and Tommy Tomlinson & Jerry
Kennedy as Tom & Jerry. For that tour Claude was backed by Tillman Franks
and Tommy Tomlinson. They played Winnipeg, Regina, Vancouver (24th),
Spokane (26th), Washington and some other locations. On November 29th,
Claude played Dick Clark’s American Bandstand singing “The Comancheros”
and an appearance on the Ed Sullivan Show was also scheduled.
In March 1962 came “Wolverton Mountain” which went to No 1 in the country
charts and was nominated song of the year for 1962 after being issued on
Columbia 4-42352. At first the song was just a B-side for “Little Bitty Heart”, the
side they were pushing. Merle Kilgore was trying to fire up Music Row with his song about the
mountain and Clifton but he hit a wall. Nobody was interested so Claude King helped him to rebuild
the song and recorded it as a favour. That single was issued in Australia and New-Zealand (Coronet
KS-521), UK (CBS AAG 108) and The Netherlands (Columbia SCMH 5129. In May 1962 he was
presented as The Lad from Louisiana on a full page printed in “Country Song Roundup” and, the
following month, to support Claude’s single, Peggy O’Riley from Kansas City (Missouri) wrote a two
page paper in Roy Drusky’s newsletter. By then Roy was enjoying some chart action with “There’s
Always One (who loves a lot)” (Decca 31366). Webb Pierce covered “Wolverton Mountain” (LP
Decca 74739) and Jo Ann Campbell cut an answer song titled “I’m The Girl From Wolverton
Mountain” (US Cameo C-223 / UK Columbia DB 4889).
In June 1962 Claude’s first LP titled “Meet Claude King” (CL-1810) was issued and Claude was back
on Dick Clark’s show. The LP was also issued in England under the reference CBS BPG 62114. In
August 1962, Claude recorded “I’ve Got The World By The Tail” again that was issued on Columbia
42630 in December 1962. On October 20, 1962 backed by Tillman Franks and Tommy Tomlinson,
Claude played in Houston for a show shared with Rex Allen and promoted by KNUZ and KIKK. The
following month, The Country Music Disk Jockey Poll conducted by Billboard Music week put him
second in “Favorite Country Music Single” and “Favorite Country Music LPs”. But most of all, he was
number one in “Most Promising Male Artists of Country Music” and got a citation of achievement as
writer of “Wolverton Mountain”. The fall 1962 issue of “Cowboy Songs” put him on their front page.
During that year Claude was on tour with Carl Smith, Ray Price, Webb Pierce, Faron Young, Porter
Wagoner and Lawton Williams to name a few playing in El Dorado, Little Rock, Davenport, Regina,
Winnipeg, Calgary, Saginaw and many other locations. In1962, George Jones, Bill Anderson, Ray
Price, Jim Reeves and Claude King dominated the balloting by country music disc jockeys. A nice
paper about Claude titled “The Song Builder” was printed in Country Song Roundup - November
1962 issue.
On November 11, 1962, K-BER radio, in San Antonio, celebrated its first anniversary with an Opry
package including Claude King, Little Jimmy Dickens and Wanda Jackson. On December 8, 1962
a Claude King Homecoming was set at the Shreveport Municipal Auditorium with Jimmy Newman,
Tony Douglas and Johnny Mathis. Then Claude was backed by The Wolverton Mountain Boys, in
fact Tillman Franks and Tommy Tomlinson. Tommy in his address book wrote Claude’s phone
number as 861-1445. After Tommy left to work with David Houston, Claude had Toby Johnson
taking care of the guitar. Tommy Tomlinson passed away on April 8, 1982 after being a member of
AFM local 116 for 32 years, and was nominated on the Rockabilly Hall of Fame on October 18, 2007
under number 321. Claude King was inducted onto the Rockabilly Hall of Fame under number 383
and Tillman Franks under number 242.

To be continued...
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The 24th Great British Rhythm and Blues Festival took place once again at
the town of Colne, Lancashire 23rd-26th August. As well as the International
Stage at the Muni Theatre where all the big names played, there was a
British Stage based at Pendle Leisure Centre for home grown young and
new talent, an Acoustic Stage adjacent to the International Stage and six
official Roadhouses (i.e. Pubs) which all hosted wall-to-wall R&B. In addition
unofficial gigs took place including one sandwich shop blaring out Muddy
Waters records from a record player set up amongst the outside tables. As time went on this was
augmented by talented buskers who drew sizable crowds. This small town truly immerses itself in
every shade and style of Rhythm and Blues music but with so much going on it was not possible to
see everything.
I could have arrived in style at Colne via the specially themed Blues Train from Preston which had
live music on board which sounded fun - next time maybe.
On Friday 23rd I went to the International Stage for the great grand opening of the festival. We had
all been supplied with union jack flags and the words to ‘’Land of Hope and Glory’’. Led by an
enthusiastic MC in bowler hat and union jack tie and two ladies holding a large Union flag it got off
to a rousing patriotic beer fuelled start with a chorus worthy of your favourite football terrace or from
Last Night of the Proms.
I did not know what to expect from most of the artists but it was a promising start.
First act Nine Below Zero. First time I had seen them and they were
surprisingly good. Varied material including Otis Rush’s Homework; Four
Tops’ I Can’t Help Myself; Marvin Gaye’s Gonna Get A Witness; Muddy
Waters’ Mojo; Little Walter’s Last Night; and their own songs. They reminded
me of UK bands 1964 era; sort of Small Faces but with a strong blues/R&B
influence. Good party band.
To follow was Doctor Feelgood. As none of the originals are left I was not
certain what to expect. Comparisons first of all – Steve Walwyn, the lead
guitarist is probably more technically varied and gifted than original lead Wilko
Johnson (he of the chopping tommy gun-like delivery and the robotic walk). Steve does all the guitar
god tricks but looks like Father Jack from the Father Ted show. Lots of energy but veers into
Hendrix/Cream territory on occasions, which is not my scene. Replacing the original Feelgood’s
lead singer Lee Brilleaux is Robert Kane. Robert is extremely energetic with high kicks, dropping
down on his knees, leaning backwards and using the microphone pole for all sorts of gymnastics. I
was initially disappointed because I compared him to the soul of the
original band i.e. Lee Brilleaux. But after a few songs including Bo
Diddley and Who Do You Love, I warmed to him. Robert is a great front
man in his own right. Excellent versions of Milk And Alcohol plus She
Does It Right and a show stopping version of Back In The Night with the
vocalist flanked either side by the lead and bass guitarists, all three
shouting out the chorus and encouraging the audience to join in, which
they did with a mighty fervour. Great show with an encore of Bony
Moronie and Tequila. Conclusion; they are not clones of Wilko and Lee
but do their own thing with the same material and spirit of the original
line-up. Two different great bands.
Star time from the USA Joe Louis Walker and his USA Band. Although I had heard of him, again
did not know what to expect. Joe was a far more subtle guitarist than previous exponents that night.
More George Benson than Jimi Hendrix but he could rock and make that guitar sing. Lots of varied
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tempos and styles in the blues canon including gospel. He announced from the stage quote “people say Chicago is the home of the blues but I think it is England” - unquote. He went on to
explain that England was the first place to treat him with respect as an artist although he had played
the USA for a long time including in his younger days being a member of the Earl Hooker and Willie
Dixon Bands. He had come to England and lived for a while in East Croydon and thought that, if it
wasn’t for the English blues boys, the music would be dead. Joe’s band contained a dynamic young
white piano player who could give old piano pounders a run for their money. A surprise guest
appearance by Chicago blues harp player Billy Branch (on tomorrow for his own set) on a great
version of Earl Hooker’s Blue Guitar enlivened proceedings and was followed by a great version of
Lazy Lester’s Sugar Coated Love. Mostly original songs that I was hearing for the first time – Too
Drunk To Drive sounded memorable. For an encore Joe returned solo with guitar and sang the
gospel song I Love Jesus. Testifying. Lordy, I’m a believer!!
Saturday 24th. International Stage Kat and Co. A black American girl singer
who was backed by a white European band. A bit of a sexy saucepot, best on
ballads rather than rockers. Good, interesting and worth seeing.
Following Kat after a long time for set up with sound checks was famed 1970’s
USA session guitarist Elliott Randall. First number an instrumental
appropriate to the Fillmore in the late 60s/70s - a bit heavy, then followed a
blues with jazz overtones. Elliott, as you might expect from a man who played
the guitar solo on Steely Dan’s Reeling In The Years, is quite a gifted musician but being the
perverse sod that I am I got bored and wandered off to one of the Roadhouses and caught a punk
blues band!
Made certain I was back to the International Stage in time to catch Lil Jimmy Reed. Classic
performance by 75 year old Leon Atkins, from Louisiana, who got his stage name from one of his
heroes. The real Jimmy Reed was booked to play a club one night but had had too much to drink
so Leon stepped in with Reed’s band and did the show. Lil JR plays great stinging lead guitar and
harp attached to a shoulder harness. He sings with a very strong powerful but nasal voice identical
to the real Jimmy Reed. Backed by veteran of the 100 Club, boogie pianist Bob Hall with Mrs. Hall
on electric bass plus drummer, they captured the sound of all those classic Veejay records. As well
as doing all JR’s hits, Lil JR did a stunning version of BB King’s How Blue Can You Get and a couple
of Elmore James songs. Possibly the highlight was a song he repeated later in the show, a great
lazy sexy hip shaking (Don’t You Know That I Love You) Honest I Do. Add in Big Boss Man, Baby
What You Want Me To Do, Going To New York and you have blues heaven. You should really see
this guy, possibly the last of the 1950’s greats.
I decided anything else on The International Stage might be an anti-climax so decided to visit the
Acoustic Stage and caught two members of Little Mo and the Mistakes. Great girl singer.
Back to the International Stage for TC and the Moneymakers. Led by TC on harp and vocals with
guitar, bass, piano and drums the band play 1950’s blues in the right spirit i.e. like the records - not
the “cock rock” that lots of blues-rock bands play. Starting with Smiley Lewis’ Real Gone Lover on
through Robert Nighthawk and all the good stuff. This band were winners of a competition to get the
gig on the main stage and thoroughly deserve to be successful - go seek them out. TC first came to
the Colne festival 20 years ago with his dad and was so mesmerised by a harp player there that it
eventually led him to follow his dream to play the main stage with his own band.
Next up the Chicago Harp Explosion. A unique event bringing together for the first time three of
the greatest USA harmonica players - Billy Branch, Sugar Blue and Charlie Musselwhite.
Organised and introduced by Giles Robson, the UK Harmonica Player of the year 2012, Giles
opened with his own spot backed by the Sugar Blue Band which consisted of piano/organ, drums,
guitar and bass. The band acted as a houseband with each of the stars performing their own set
before all coming together at the end of this marathon three hour concert. Although all three star
musicians played harmonica, their styles and sound were very diverse. Billy Branch is very much of
the Chicago Blues tradition whereas Sugar Blue has been described as the Jimi Hendrix of the
harmonica. Then there is Charlie Musselwhite who is a link back to Little Walter with great tone and
sound. You may recall it is Sugar Blue who is featured on the Rolling Stones disco blues classic
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Miss You. Sugar produced many varied sounds and was probably the most technically gifted,
although I thought his style and band are more rock than blues but they easily switch back to the
classic blues sound when required. For the closing number, five Harp players together plus band on
a tremendous lengthy rocking version of Sweet Home Chicago with Billy, Sugar, Charlie, Giles and
TC (of the Moneymakers) each taking three solos and vocals. Great stuff; I didn’t want it to end.
Sunday 25th International Stage and a complete change of pace/style with the Swing
Commanders who were an absolute delight like a breath of fresh air. A multi-talented five-piece
band recreating the sounds of 1940’s jazz swing with a country hillbilly feel. Male lead singer and
double bass player, two solo girl singers who also duetted Andrews Sisters style while one played
fiddle and the other played saxophone/clarinet/piano and accordion. Add to this a man on drums
and another chap on lead guitar and mandolin and you had the ingredients to play everything from
Tex Williams’ Smoke, Smoke That Cigarette, Mills Brothers’ Java Jive to Manhattan Transfer. Even
Ragtime Cowboy Joe and a torch song sung in French by one of the girls. They could also dance
as at one point the girls left the stage and into the audience and organised a barn dance hoedown.
Great fun band and, as they left the stage, they said “Remember, keep it Country!!”
To illustrate how eclectic a mix this event is next up was Ginger Baker Jazz Confusion. Not being
a fan of GB I decided to check out the British Stage and was rewarded with a real treat, The
Revolutionaires. They are a dynamite rocking blues band. The lead singer, guitarist, harmonica,
keyboard player has incredible energy - so much so I guess he is Welsh! Completed by sax player,
bass and drums the four piece did great versions of Tequila, Shake Your Hips, Baby Please Don’t
Go and Fats Domino’s I’m Ready (To Rock’n’Roll All Night). I think they were too! As they had four
CDs on sale I am sure they will be on the internet. The spirit of Rock’n’Roll is enshrined in what they
do with a strong bluesy feel.
Wandering past buskers doing John Lee Hooker songs I head back to the
International Stage for one of my favourite bands The Jive Aces. For those
unfamiliar I would say the band’s key influences are Louis Prima, Joe Turner
and Eric Morecambe!! A great party band they included two guest singers,
Tina the daughter of Louis Prima and Keely Smith who did That Old Black
Magic and a young girl Rebecca (??) who did Mama He Treats Your
Daughter Mean and I Want You To Be My Baby. Very sexy. Very energetic.
For an encore the band came back with Jump, Jive And Wail and getting
everyone in the audience to jump whenever the word jump cropped up in the chorus. This was so
good I though what followed would be an anti-climax so sought out a nearby curry house!!
I later returned to the International Stage having missed most of the poster boy for this festival Ian
Siegel which was a shame. I caught two of his numbers, Wolf’s Back Door Man and Dylan’s Forever
Young. A great response from the audience – a very popular artist, with probably the biggest crowd.
Next up another favourite of mine Bill Wyman’s Rhythm Kings who included Georgie Fame on
organ and vocals, Gareth Watkins on piano and vocals, Terry Taylor on lead and slide guitar and
vocals, Frank Mead on saxophone and harp and vocals, another talented musician on additional
saxophone and Beverly Skeet on vocals. The band members all take turns in the spotlight while Bill
remains aloof centre stage as the conductor. Classic songs included I Got A Woman, Chicken
Shack Boogie, Sweet Soul Music, Three Cool Cats, It’s A Man’s, Man’s , Man’s World, Hoochie
Coochie Man, Hit The Road Jack and You Never Can Tell.
Steve Phillips and the Rough Diamonds to follow but unfortunately I am so knackered I have to
retire to my bed!!
Monday 26th and I am beginning to feel like the character in “Sunday
Morning Coming Down”, too much alcohol and no longer twenty one!
However the International Stage beckons and I am rewarded by a first class
performance by Chris Farlowe and the Norman Beaker Band. Chris is
one of the great under rated 60’s voices and complimented by this great
band, especially the saxophone player and Norman Beaker on lead guitar.
Farlowe does mainly atmospheric slow blues by people like Little Milton,
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Albert King, Lonnie Mack as well as Stormy Monday Blues. A great raconteur, he does a stonking
version of Steve Marriott’s All Or Nothing with the entire audience joining in on the chorus before
closing with Handbags And Gladrags and of course Out Of Time. I could have listened to this unit
all day; very classy.
Next up a band I was vaguely aware of from the 1970s the Climax Blues
Band. Initially I confused them with the Average White Band as like the
AWB they are a very polished, tight professional unit performing 1970’s
bluesrock with jazz and disco influences. The lead singer explained that
the last time the band had played Colne in 2008 was the last gig that the
original singer Colin Cooper - who had been with the band from 1968 played before he died! Thus they played one of his songs in tribute. They
performed a mix of blues standards and their own songs. As the guy next
to me said to his friend “I saw them back in the ‘70s when they had hair
and wore flares but I could not really remember them.” However, a very
enjoyable experience.
Next The Pretty Things. Not being a fan I decided to investigate the British Stage and saw a young
band called The 45s who looked average age 12 but were probably 16. They kicked off with Chuck
Berry’s Around And Around and really rocked despite the lead guitarist having problems with his
guitar strap so found it difficult to hold the guitar. For the second number they announced a surprise
guest and on came Wilko Johnson (unbilled, he was due to appear at the international stage in an
hour’s time). The lead guitarist played harmonica and Wilko played lead on Dr. Feelgood song
Roxette. At the end Wilko gave his guitar with strap to the 45s’ guitarist saying “He needs this - my
favourite band the 45s”. The band then played half a dozen more songs, some self-written and some
from the Dr. Feelgood songbook. Great spirit - hope yet for the future.
I decided not to see Wilko’s own spot and instead headed for the Acoustic Stage and caught one
man band electric guitarist Howling Mat who was great. He performed lots of John Lee Hooker,
Elmore James and Johnny Cash and told funny stories in between songs. Must look him up on the
internet.
Ambling away I saw six old geezers on vespas/scooters doing some sort of rally wearing WHO
Maximum R&B T-Shirts. After a short stroll for some fresh air back to the Acoustic Stage for Micky
Van Gelder and Pat Clarke, two very smartly dressed elderly academic types who did a Sonny
Terry and Brownie McGhee type set. The kind of act that goes down
well in folk clubs. It was fun.
Back to the International Stage where the timetable had been shot
to pieces by Wilko’s emotional farewell (he requested to play the
festival as soon he will stop touring for he is suffering from terminal
pancreatic cancer) so I caught a band that I was not expecting to
see King King. Double British Blues Award winners in 2012,
Glasgow’s King King are led by kilt wearing lead guitarist/singer
Alan Nimmo. He has a great voice and is an excellent modern style
guitarist in the Eric Clapton mould. Rest of the band equally good.
I can understand why they won best band and best album at last
years’ awards.
Back to the Acoustic stage for The Jayhawkers a young bluegrass folk trio who were excellent. Two
girls on vocals, double bass and rhythm guitar and a man on lead guitar and mandolin. Great
harmonies and musicianship.
At this point I was too tired to catch the final two bands of the weekend, both of whom I was really
looking forward to seeing, namely the Chas Hodges Band and Paul Lamb and the King Snakes.
My misfortune as I no longer have the stamina for these long sessions. I still only caught a fraction
of the bands playing over the weekend so before next years’ event comes round I have to l go into
fitness training.
Brendon McGuinness
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Baker’s Dozen
A dip into 40 years of correspondence from the
Ken Major/Chuck N. Baker (USA) archive cabinet
Contact Ken for the fuller stories.
1) The 1956 lead singer for the Del-Vikings was Norman Wright, the 1996 lead is Teddy Davis who
was born when “Come Go With Me” was released. His father is a drummer and taught Teddy to play
at the age of three. By eight he was performing with his own band, at 11 singing in night clubs and
at 13 was teaching bass guitar at the New England Conservatory of Music in Boston. With a five
octave vocal range, Davis is always in demand, especially as he can also play several instruments
to cover R&B, jazz, country and Top 40. The group regularly tour throughout the USA and Canada.
Source: Jan Hogan, South By Southwest Perspective, 1996
2) In 1996 or so, the “Bring Back The Fillmore” movement started their campaign to revive the
iconic venue. The lot at Fillmore and Eddy Street still remains vacant and undeveloped. Another
bunch of enthusiasts “The Fans Of Fillmore Jazz” have planned a Blue Note Jazz Club event and
have been contacting the Re-development Agency to come to the rescue. The sixth annual Friends
Of Fillmore Jazz free concert will be at the West Bay Conference Centre across from the original
Fillmore. Musicians include: Allen Smith trumpet, Jules Broussard and John Handy saxophone.
Source: Philip Elwood, San Francisco Chronicle, 26.1.2002
3) Rufus Thomas died 15th December 2001 at the St. Francis Hospital in Memphis, Tenn., after a
brief illness. Thomas became a disc Jockey on radio WDIA in 1949 but was also a singer,
songwriter, talent scout and father to Carla, who started her own music career in 1960. Thomas
recorded “Bearcat” for Sun which was the label’s first big hit, as an answer to Big Mama Thornton’s
“Hound Dog.” After Sun discovered Elvis, Thomas was dropped in favour of white rockabilly singers.
Stax also benefited from Thomas’ recordings, and in the 1960s he made several novelty dance
crazes. Source: Las Vegas Sun, 19.12.2001
4) Freddie Bell said “nobody could pace a (Las Vegas) lounge” audience Like Louis (Prima). “He
was the best at packing in the crowd, he had a feel for an audience. I’ve never seen anybody better.
He made everybody around him look good, had a tremendous way of showing off his people.”
Lounges had become almost as important as the main showroom and the performers almost as well
paid. Harry James often shared the billing with Della Reese and Artie Shaw at the Flamingo’s
Driftwood lounge. Bob Wills and Ray price played the Golden Nugget and Patsy Cline played Del
Webb’s Mint. Source: Nevada Magazine Oct 2012
5) Cornell Gunter, lead singer for the Coasters was shot twice in the chest at the intersection of the
3600 block of Berg St., and Bourbon way, Las Vegas, February 1990. “It appears he was shot
through the windscreen and he was dead on the scene. We don’t have a motive at this time,” Lt.
Gary Rainey said. The group were due to appear at the Lady Luck hotel. Rainey said “after Gunter
was shot his foot hit the accelerator, and his car went into the middle of the street and ran into a
brick wall before it stopped”. Police don’t believe the motive was robbery because money was still
on the victim: Source: Las Vegas-Review-Journal, 27.2.1990
6) The Mary Kaye Trio was booked into The Last Frontier’s main showroom in 1950. Mary
suggested to the owner he turn the casino’s bar into a lounge with heavy curtains to separate the
noise of the casino. The Trio played from 1 to 6a.m. Famous patrons included Frank Sinatra who
dropped $120,000 in the casino on one of the first nights. Occasionally performers like Sinatra would
perform with the trio. Hotels then started their own lounges which provided longer bookings than the
showrooms. The trio became popular because they never performed the same show twice. Source:
Joshua Primack, The News, 13.7.2005
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7) Jerome Evans sang with versions of the Coasters and Drifters, but earlier in the 1960s with the
Furys, a L.A. rhythm and Blues group, he recorded “Zing Went The Strings Of My Heart” for
producer Jimmy McEachin. The L.A. group made a string of local hits and appeared on many radio
and TV shows. At the age of three Evans was harmonizing to the radio, and later as a teenager
Evans was performing in amateur shows. In the mid 1950s he formed a group called the Cyclones.
It was this group that evolved into the Furys. Evans died 30.11.2003 of a heart attack at Antelope
Valley Hospital. Source: Los Angeles Times, 3.12.2003
8) Lisa Ross Agbalaya who managed James Brown’s West Coast operations is suing Brown for
$2m for sexual harassment. She testified that from July 1999 to August 2000 Brown made sexual
advances while she worked for the New James Brown Enterprises Inc., and was fired for rejecting
his advances. The jury are due to return to court after the President’s Day holiday. Brown spent
several days in court testifying his own defence saying he fired Lisa because of his company’s
financial difficulties. The first day he wore a shiny electric blue suit and silver tipped cowboy boots,
the next day a silver lamé suit. Source: L.A. Times, 15.2.2002
9) Elvin Bishop who recorded “Fooled Around And Fell In Love”, a hit in 1975, is playing blues jam
nights at the Biscuits and Blues room in San Francisco on Wednesday nights. He wishes to revive
the South Side Chicago tradition of “Blue Mondays” when all the clubs were open, blues musicians
moving from club to club. His sextet includes Bobby Cochran drums and vocals, Ian Lamson guitar,
Elvin Bishop vocals. Bishop grew up in Oklahoma and heard B.B. King on radio when he was a
teenager. At 17 he travelled north to Chicago hearing Howling Wolf and John Lee Hooker. Source:
Philip Elwood, San Francisco Chronicle, 26.1.2002
10) A Library of Congress project has made 10,000 pre-1925 recordings available on line, including
all of the Victor Talking Machine Co. recordings. The archive has more than 3 million music and
spoken word recordings. The National Jukebox project is a joint venture between the library and
Sony Music. Sony claims to control more historical recordings than any other major label groups.
The next phase is to add 10,000 Columbia recordings which are also under the Sony umbrella. The
project includes a digital discography of every Sony owned 78rpm with extensive information.
Source: Randy Lewis, L.A. Times, 11.5.2011
11) Alfred W. Cleveland died 14.8.1996 in Las Vegas. He was born in Pennsylvania, served in the
air force and became a song writer for Motown Records in Detroit. Co-wrote Marvin Gaye’s “What’s
Going on” for Tamla and “I Second That Emotion” No. 4 on Billboard’s charts in 1967. Also wrote
”Holy Holy” and “Save The Children” for Gaye, and “Here I Go Again” for Smokey Robinson.
Cleveland met Robinson around 1960 at a party after Smokey had played at the Howard Theatre in
Washington D.C. Smokey apparently asked Cleveland to “hold down the noise” The party was
discontinued. Source: Las Vegas Review Journal, 16.8.1996
12) Claud Johnson, a 68 year old retired gravel truck driver is the son of bluesman Robert Johnson
and is fighting to take possession of his father’s memorabilia. The lawsuit which is mainly over
photographs and writings was moved on August 10th from Hinds County to either Copiah or Leflore
counties. Johnson worked 14 hours a day and ran a barbeque pit for extra money. He stands to
become a millionaire if he survives his legal battles in Mississippi courts. He will take the fight to
either the place where the iconic bluesman was born or to where he died penniless. Source: Las
Vegas Review-Journal, 13.8.2000
13) Bert Jansch was influenced by Lonnie Donegan, left home at 15 and was teaching guitar and
playing clubs at 16. He settled in London sharing a flat with guitarist John Renbourn. His first LP
“Bert Jansch” was recorded on a reel to reel tape deck in his kitchen using a borrowed guitar. The
Transatlantic label released it in 1965. Donovan included a song on his debut album and referenced
him in two songs in his 1996 album “Sunshine Superman”. Jansch was part of Pentangle in 1967
which disbanded in 1973, but received a BBC Radio 2 Folk Award in 2007. Jansch died 5.10.11 of
lung cancer. Source: Richard Cromelin, L.A. Times, 7.10.2011

Chuck N Baker / Ken Major
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A slight departure from the norm as far as Tales From The Woods
is concerned commemorating the life of a sportsman rather than a
musician, but a bit of diversity does no harm.
The story of Bernhard Carl Trautmann, perhaps unfairly known to
many only because he broke his neck in a cup final, who was born
in Bremen, Germany on October 22nd 1923 is an interesting one.
Defeat in the First World War had left Germany with severe inflation
and unemployment problems coupled with political agitation that
was to culminate in Hitler’s rise to power. Young Trautmann
developed sporting interests and showed an aptitude, in particular,
for both football and athletics. He joined the Hitler Youth shortly
before his tenth birthday, which at his tender age seemed somewhat akin to becoming a boy scout.
After war broke out, influenced by Nazi propaganda, sixteen year old Trautmann enlisted in the
forces, and trained as a radio operator before going on to become a paratrooper at the age of
seventeen. Seeing action close to the Soviet border, Trautmann was captured by Russian partisans
but managed to escape and went on to serve for almost three years before being captured by the
British and shipped to London from where he was transferred to Prisoner of War camps in Cheshire
and Lancashire.
Opting to stay in Britain when offered repatriation in 1948, Bert, as he had now become known,
started keeping goal for St Helens Town. His performances attracted the attention of scouts from
league clubs but, with Burnley expecting to sign him, Manchester City nipped in to snap him up in
October 1949.
Some fans were angered that their club had signed a German, But Trautmann’s ability and agility
soon won them over. He went on to play more than 500 First Division league games for City before
they were relegated in 1963.
Trautmann became the first German to play in an F.A. Cup final when Newcastle beat Manchester
City 3-1 in 1955. However, it was his appearance in the following year’s final - after being voted
Footballer of the Year - that guaranteed Trautmann’s place in football folklore. With just over a
quarter of an hour left to play, and the Manchester club leading Birmingham City 3-1 he was injured
whilst diving at the feet of an opposition player in his penalty area. Despite being concussed, after
brief treatment, and with no substitutes permitted in those days, Trautmann played on in a daze and
even made a couple of crucial saves before collecting his winner’s medal and attending a postmatch banquet at which Alma Cogan sang.
It was only three days later that an x-ray
revealed that the brave goalkeeper had
broken his neck.
After hanging up his jersey Trautmann
dabbled in management, initially with
Stockport County, before trying his hand in
his native country and further afield. Retiring
in 1988 and settling in Spain, Trautmann
passed away at his home in La Llosa near
Valencia on July 19th 2013.
Lee Wilkinson
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If I could find me a negro who could sing like a white man, I could lose me a million dollars.
(Sam Phillips. He didn't say that, of course. He said the opposite but I thought you might be
bored by the correct version.)
Fancy saying 'Don't' to Elvis! (Girl to me in the ‘50s when Elvis released “Don't/I Beg of You”.)
You don't like Rock'n'Roll – you like what it does to you. (My sax teacher to me in 1959.
Second part of that sentence is true; the first part is both true and false! How come? Well, I
didn't like Rock’n’Roll as he said; I loved it).
He can play a few riffs. (Sharon Sheeley's scornful dismissal of Duane Eddy. She'd forgotten
the great riffs in “C'mon Everybody” and “Summertime Blues”)
It is sung, played and written, for the most part, by cretinous goons. (Frank Sinatra in 1956.
It is 1960 and Sinatra stands grinning to welcome the headliner on his own TV show. Who
was it? Elvis Presley, newly discharged from the US army. One of the “cretinous goons” he
complained about in 1956! Reason for Mr Sinatra's change of opinion: ratings!)
Where do we go from Elvis? Obscenity? (TV critic John Crosby. It seems that Mr Crosby has
a dirty mind! He appears to think that Elvis is simulating sex with his hip swivels. Elvis! The
biggest male sex symbol in the world in 1956! Why does he need to simulate sex – he could
get the real thing a thousand times a night, if he had the stamina.)
I don't make no dirty body-movements. (Elvis's retort)
Let's face it – I can't sing like Fats Domino. (Elvis – a very strange statement. Almost as weird
as imagining Fats Domino singing like Elvis!)
The first time I heard that record, I burst into tears. (Girl in the ‘50s. She was talking about
“Send Me Some Loving” by Little Richard. The feeling and longing he put into that song is like
no other of his output.)
NO DANCING! (The producers of US shows like “Bandstand” hated and feared the kids
dancing to Rock’n’Roll – attacking the floor with their feet. They didn't understand that
Rock’n’Roll is dance music – it was never meant to be listened to sitting down.)
It isn't music – it's just a horrible noise. (It is music – if it can be written down in musical
notation, it's music, no matter what the critics say.)
Elvis? I hate him! (Tommy Steele) Tommy Steele? Never heard of him. (Elvis)
It can't be bad, it makes you glad and you are only young so long. (From “Teenager's Mother”
the B-side of “Rip It Up” by Bill Haley.)
Blackies are best for this kind of music. (Rock'n'Roll fan to me in the ‘50s)
What they call Rock’n’Roll is R&B and I've been singing and playing it in New Orleans since
1949. (Fats Domino. He's right about the R&B influence on Rock'n'Roll but of course, there
is the Country Music side to consider.)
That drum! (Rock'n'Roll fan to me, talking about the slogging side drum on the fantastic
boogie intro to “Lucille”.)
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This man bought me my Cadillac. (Little Richard, asking Pat Boone to stand up at one of his
concerts.)
Three chord rubbish! (A very common gibe of the time. “Silent Night” is three chords and a
beautiful tune, as is a great deal of folk music, country music, blues, hymns etc.)
Idiotic sledgehammer beat. (Once again, Rock’n’Roll is dance music and it needs a strong
beat to dance to. Or, to put it another way: More sledgehammers! More sledgehammers!
Can't get enough of those sledgehammers!)
Music to steal hubcaps by. (Yes, I remember lots of Rock’n’Roll fans who loved it because it
was driving music.)
The Rolling Stones – The Greatest Rock'n'Roll Band in the World. (The Greatest Blues
Rip-off Band in the World.)
Best Rock'n'Roll Band of 1956 – Count Basie. (They didn't understand Jazz, either.)
What do you think of Showaddywaddy? (1970s girl to me: My answer: They should change
their name to Shoddymoddy.)
The last words:
You say that music's for the birds,
And you can't understand the words,
Well, honey, if you did
You'd really blow your lid,
'Cause baby, that is Rock’n’Roll
(The Coasters, of course)

© Paul Harris

Ben E. King and Jimmy James with a fine six-piece
band have just completed a gruelling 21 date tour of
Britain. The penultimate show was booked for
Brighton but, as I heard it on the grapevine, only 100
tickets had been sold so the whole kit and caboodle
was switched to Worthing – and what a successful
move that was.

I arrived at the theatre just before the doors opened and the queue extended round
the corner and along the side of the building. The large car park was almost full and
when my wife arrived a little later no spaces were to be
found! Inside, the theatre was jam packed.

Ben E King
© Paul Harris

Luckily the show justified the impressive turnout with
Jimmy James in fine form both vocally and with his friendly interaction with
the audience. My favourite among his numerous numbers was an
outstanding version of ‘Red Red Wine’, one of those songs that fits into
virtually any style of music. Jimmy outshone Ben E. whose voice is no
longer the classy vehicle it once was though it was better than I feared
after hearing stories of its condition on his last tour here. He featured a
selection of Drifters’ recordings and some of his solo numbers, inevitably
Jimmy James including ‘Stand By Me’ as his main event. Overall it was a great evening
© Paul Harris aided by the exciting atmosphere generated by the capacity audience.
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NEW ORLEANS SECOND LINE
by Patty Lee and Armand St. Martin
This column, written by husband-wife team Patty Lee and Armand St. Martin, features Roots News From
The Crescent City - - A flavorful gumbo of who's who and what's what of New Orleans Music

Autumn 2013 is finally filling the air in New Orleans with the arrival of the "first day of autumn" on
September 23rd. It has been a particularly long, humid and hot summertime, live music slowed a bit
in pace to survive the heat but none of these factors deterred the quantity or quality of local musical
offerings. Live music is always filling the southern air, someplace, somewhere, in and around the
Crescent City and Louisiana.
New Orleanians and visitors alike were thrilled there were no weather-related calamities throughout
the "hurricane season 2013," although the city commemorates Katrina with various special events
regardless. One of these such events is Patty Lee and Armand St. Martin's "Katrina Artistically
Revisited" special event now in its 8th annual year. They produce their program each anniversary
eve of Katrina on August 28th, (landfall was August 29, 2005), staged always at the Theatres at
Canal Place in downtown New Orleans. With several sponsors aboard including the Theatre owner,
George Solomon, and Patty Lee Records, this event is always free to the public. Offering
"everything Katrina" in a reflective way as an opportunity to share the extreme resilience of the
Louisiana artist, this creative music-related experience provides film shorts, movie trailers, live
music, published books, photographs, and invited guest speakers, and features dozens of artistic
contributions.
One popular parody Armand performs at the conclusion of "Katrina Artistically Revisited," to lighten
up the-always-full-house, is his original lyrics set to the sounds of Fats Domino's hit: "Walking to
New Orleans". Armand titled his own version in 2006: "Waitin' for my Trailer," an upbeat play-onwords, knowing full well that multiples-of-thousands of residents from Texas across Louisiana,
Mississippi and South Florida had FEMA trailers in their yards for years after this epic catastrophic
storm/flood of Biblical proportions. (Patty and Armand had a FEMA trailer too.)
Louisiana locals are usually the first to bounce back with good
humor even in the direst of situations, and part of this attitude is
their love of music. They enjoy a "pick up your spirits" tempo to
their songs, pretty much "no matter what." An example is the
jazz funeral. Not to belabor this devastating storm, but
historically Hurricane Katrina's swath brought 93,000 square
miles to its knees (the size of Great
Britain), with the City of New Orleans
having suffered the worst civil
engineering disaster in United States
history to date. Had new visitors to New Armand St. Martin pictured at the
Orleans arrived in the Autumn of 2005 Grammy Museum Los Angeles,
(or years thereafter), they would have where Armand and Patty Lee's
witnessed a total wasteland where not
Katrina-ruined music-related
even a bird could be heard chirping and
ephemera is on permanent
80% of New Orleans sat in flooded display. The ruined clarinets
waters for at least 2½ weeks before
included were collected and
locals could start returning to their zip donated by the St. Martin's on
codes to access their damages. New
behalf of New Orleans jazz
Orleanians have an undeniable joie de
musician Dr. Michael White.
vivre that helped them rebuild the City
(Photo by Patty Lee)
that Care Forgot. As Armand says, "We
The above display up
brought New Orleans back one party at a time!" So by this autumn of 2013
close. (Photo by Patty
(and now for several years past), first-time visitors to the city might possibly
Lee)
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be unable to imagine the calibre
of destruction which occurred 8
years ago which "changed New
Orleanian lives forever." The
bustling scene of today's "new"
New Orleans is alive and well.
This of course means mega
music, music, music!
On an upnote, October's
Louisiana musical activities
arrive
hand-in-hand
with
Oktoberfest at the Deutsches
Haus in Kenner, Lumberjack
Festival in Springhill, Festival
Acadiens in Lafayette, Gretna
Heritage Festival in Gretna
(Gretna is celebrating 100 years and features Marcia Ball, Chicago,
Earth, Wind & Fire, Blood, Sweat & Tears, Swamp Pop Allstars, Dash
Rip Rock, Rockin' Dopsie, Jr. and the Zydeco Twisters, Frankie Ford
Show, Johnny Sketch and the Dirty Notes, Creole Wild West, Treme
Brass Band, Creole Wild West, Deacon John, Topcats, and Lena
Prima).
Armand St. Martin, Louisiana State
Museum, pictured with photo by
Mark Sindler of Fats Domino's
Katrina ravaged white grand piano
(with people around it trying to lift it
in one piece).
(Photo by Patty Lee)

Katrina-damaged musical
equipment at the
Louisiana State Archives,
"40 Days 40 Nights,
2008," special exhibit,
collected and displayed by
museum guest curators,
Patty Lee and Armand St.
Martin.
Slated also are fun fests across the Pelican State, like the Germanfest
(Photo by Patty Lee)
in Robert's Cove, Crescent City Blues Fest in New Orleans, Oak Alley
Arts and Crafts Festival in Vacherie, Rapides Parish Fair in Alexandria, Cajun Heritage Festival in
LaRose, Bluegrass Festival in Oak Grove, Cotton Festival in Ville Platte, Sunshine Festival in
Donaldsonville, Tangipahoa Parish Fair in Amite, Hungarian Celebration in Springfield, and
Natchitoches Pilgrimage in Natchitoches, for appetizers. If you are really hungry for more food and
more music, there are multiple irresistible autumn foodie fests floating around Louisiana.
For entrees that entice delicious musical tastes, other ready-to-roll fests
include the free Harvest Fest in New Orleans (featuring Irma Thomas), as
well as the Tailgating Cook-off & Fais Do Do in Loreauville, Rice Festival in
Crowley, Andouille Festival in LaPlace, Okra Cookoff & Festival in St.
Martinville, Old Arabi Sugar Fest at the LeBeau Plantation (featuring the
Irene Sage Band), Tamale Festival in Zwolle, Gumbo Festival in Bridge
City, Gumbo Cookoff in New Iberia, Louisiana Gumbo Fest in Chackbay
(featuring Chubby Carrier & the
Bayou Swamp Band, and Willie
Tee & Cypress Band), Pepper
Festival in St. Martinville, French
Food Festival in La Rose, and
Anonymous Halloween Feast on the Levee in Brusly, to
costumers, French list a few festivals with edibleQuarter
sounding names! And who could
(Photo by Patty Lee) forget Halloween? Halloween
festivities include Halloween at
the Myrtles Plantation in Francisville, and Boo at the Zoo
in uptown New Orleans. Calendars are filled with festive
party reasons for this entertainment season, especially
since masquing and music are found right in the heart and Halloween 2008, Armand St. Martin
soul of New Orleans where Halloween isn't just for kids. and Antoinette K-Doe at "Ernie KHalloween in some ways is the prelude to Mardi Gras. Doe's Halloween Party - Here Comes
Boo! Did I scare you?
the Ghouls," Rock n Bowl.
(Photo by Patty Lee)
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October this year wouldn't be complete without the 11th Annual Ponderosa Stomp in New Orleans,
created to celebrate unsung heroes of our Rock’n’Roll era with two nights that are jam-packed with
a full music schedule in the Big Easy on October 4th and 5th at Rock 'N Bowl. Stompers are to be
treated to a star-studded lineup that includes Fats Domino's son-in-law Charles Brimmer (married
to Fats' daughter Andrea), James Alexander, Lynn August who has been blind-since-birth, Chris
Montez, Boogaloo, The Standells, Sonny Green, Richard Caiton who was a G.N.P. Crescendo and
a J.B.'s Records recording artist, Baby Washington, Maxine Brown and Chris Clark, to mention
several. Armand St. Martin sizzles as the "guest pianoman" on the ivories in the house band for
Baby Washington, Maxine Brown and Chris Clark. He also performs organ on Charles Brimmer's
set.
Another aspect of founder Dr. Ira Padnos' collectibles 'n' vintage-era extravaganza for music-loving
Stompers is the daytime Record Show. This unique vinyl-only "sellers and buyers" special event
affords a concerted effort focusing on New Orleans vinyl, as well as rockabilly vinyl, among others.
Showcasing daily at the Wyndham Riverfront on October 3rd - 5th, the Record Show occurs prior to
the live music that kicks up its heels nightly at Rock 'N Bowl. A memorable treat at the 2013 Stomp
is also "Louisiana Deep Soul - Behind the Curtain with the Ponderosa Stomp," a short film featuring
Charles Brimmer, Richard Caiton, Lynn August, and James Alexander.
As part of the Stomp, a Music Conference also at the Wyndham Riverfront on October 3 and 4th
features panel discussions with musicologists, historians, and musicians, along with lunch.
Our hats are off to music celebrity, Terence "Ready Teddy" McQuiston, who passed away
September 19, 2013 at age 65 in Slidell, just miles from New Orleans. A second-line in his honor
and a blues jam occurred in his memory on September 25th in the Big Easy. While we've lost many
great musicians and music celebrities in Louisiana over the years, Ready Teddy's situation warrants
special mention. For those who knew him, this over-the-top energetic WWOZ DJ of lore had made
a specialty out of spinning vinyl Rock’n’Roll and blues 45s "back in the day." A blues singer, he was
a band leader for the local Swamp Daddys, and was a unique one-of-a-kind "athletically fit"
performer in New Orleans. Among other credible musical attributes, one of Ready Teddy's biggest
celebrity claims to fame was the popular and multi-covered song, "Ready Teddy." This hit was
penned for Ready Teddy's inspiring name, accompanied by his reputation for his spectacular
spinning persona that included wild signature headstands and handstands on chairs, performed as
part of his musical entertainment. Ironically, Ready Teddy's life-passion with these show-stopper
performances was cut short in life when he tragically fell in a French Quarter street on Memorial Day
in 2011. This life-altering fall rendered him lifeless with a broken neck and a severed spinal cord,
leaving this larger-than-life personality paralyzed from the neck down for several years until
complications from pneumonia overtook him recently.
Backtracking some: The longtime friend with whom Ready Teddy frequently performed on-stage
was "the" Little Richard. "Ready Teddy," the song, was released as a 45, written by John
Marascalco, and the prolific Robert "Bumps" Blackwell. Blackwell was known for producing Little
Richard's 1955 "rise to stardom" and co-writing Little Richard's hit standards, "Tutti Frutti, Ready
Teddy, Good Golly Miss Molly, Long Tall Sally," and more. Bumps (1918-1985) was also well-known
in his musical career as an American bandleader, arranger, songwriter and record producer. More
about Bumps through a personal interview with his daughter, Kelly Lee Blackwell whom Armand and
Patty know personally in New Orleans, so stay tuned...
Performed and recorded by Little Richard and His Band on Art Rupe's Specialty label in 1956, this
popular pop tune with Ready Teddy's name on it soared when Little Richard took it to the streets.
Little Richard's performance of "Ready Teddy" was also featured in "The Girl Can't Help It," a 1956
movie starring Jayne Mansfield and Tom Ewell, which was reputed to be among one of the "best
Rock’n’Roll movies of that era."
It is said, "Ready Teddy" was even covered by one of America's premiere pioneers of rock and roll,
the Lubbock, Texas Buddy Holly (Charles Hardin Holley; 1936-1959) who sometimes played with
Little Richard. Holly's short-lived life, prolific in music accomplishments from 1956 to February 1959,
ended at age 22 when he was killed in an Iowa airplane accident during a snowstorm (Waylon
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Jennings opted not to join the flight that day). Holly's profound influences in music directly inspired
worldwide superstars including Elvis, the Beatles, Dylan, McLean, the Stones, Clapton, Winwood,
Costello, and more. Still remaining at the top of the list for "Greatest Artists of All Time," Buddy Holly
and the Crickets enjoyed their hit, "That'll Be the Day," as it topped the Billboard US chart on
September 23, 1957 for "Best Sellers in Stores." It also became a No. 1 hit on the UK Singles Chart
the next month for 3 weeks (historically they were considered to be "only the second white rock
group to tour Great Britain"). Before long, Buddy and band were being featured on "The Ed Sullivan
Show." In 1957 and '58, the group was topping both U.S. and UK charts. It is known that in 1957,
according to Holly's bios, his band bridged the "racial divide" by becoming the "only white performers
on a national USA tour that included black neighborhood theatres." (From their recordings it was
hard for fans to decipher if they were white or black performers.) Sir James Paul McCartney
eventually ended up owning Holly's song catalogue for publishing rights; he also hosted/produced
the 1985 documentary, "The Real Buddy Holly Story." Also, "Buddy - The Buddy Holly Story" in
musical jukebox form has been running in the UK for approximately 22 years, according to sources.
And one of the Buddy Holly successes was his cover of "Ready Teddy."
Mississippi-born chart-topper and recognized as the catalyst for Rock’n’Roll, The King of Rock and
Roll: Elvis Aaron Presley (1935-1977) is hands-down "one of the most significant cultural icons of
the 20th century." In his stage performances, he covered songs of Little Richard's fame, as well as
Ray Charles and the Drifters. Little Richard is quoted, "Elvis opened the door for black music." Elvis
covered "Ready Teddy" and performed the song live throughout his career. "Ready Teddy" is a cut
on Elvis' RCA Victor vinyl album, "Elvis," released October 19, 1956. On his 2nd appearance on The
Ed Sullivan Show, Elvis performed "Ready Teddy" live to an audience of screaming girls... plus
more!
The 1960's English group, The Tornados charted a UK No. 1 hit, as well as the "first U.S. No. 1
single by a British group for "Telstar". They too released "Ready Teddy" on their EP, "Tornado Rock"
on Decca in 1963.
Reputed as covering "Ready Teddy" also was the English guitar-rocker and singer-songwriter, Tony
Sheridan (Anthony Esmond Sheridan McGinnity from Norwich, Norfolk, England; 1940-2013).
Sheridan was famed for his early days of collaborating, recording, and performing throughout the
years with the Beatles. Sheridan backed the likes of Conway Twitty, Gene Vincent, and Eddie
Cochran when they toured England. He missed taking that fateful ride of Cochran-and-Vincent's on
April 16th. ("The Beatles with Tony Sheridan," Hamburg, 1962: Vinyl album: "The Early Tapes of
The Beatles," "The Beatles with Tony Sheridan," and "Tony Sheridan and the Beat Brothers": 1962
Vinyl album: "My Bonnie by Tony Sheridan and the Beat Brothers" on Polydor: "Tony Sheridan and
the Beatles": His oldest son and namesake, Tony Sheridan, Jr., holds a dual USA-UK citizenship
and is a rockabilly guitarist/singer and regular performer at British rockabilly fests.)
In 1960, "the" Federico Fellini used the song, "Ready Teddy," in his award-winning, B&W multimillion-dollar-maker, the comedy-drama film, "La Dolce Vita," Italian for "the sweet life" which Fellini
wrote and directed.
This surreal and controversial film was nominated for four Academy Awards and won the Oscar for
"Best Costume Design." However, it was quickly censored by the Catholic Church and banned in
Spain until after Franco died. Meanwhile it was "hailed as one of the most widely seen and
acclaimed European movies of the 1960's," by the NY Times. According to sources, as recent as
2010, "La Dolce Vita" was ranked #11 in Empire Magazine's, 100 Best Films of World Cinema. The
original soundtrack for "La Dolce Vita" is a vinyl LP. Once again, "Ready Teddy," was memorialized.
Armand St. Martin and Patty Lee knew Teddy and when visiting him in the hospital soon after
Teddy's accident, Teddy told them how excited he was because "Little Richard had just called him
long distance right before they walked in," (the nurses had to hold the phone to Teddy's ear). Teddy
smiled widely, "Little Richard hopes to come see me soon."
Updates in the next issue will recap the Ponderosa Stomp from behind the scenes, more about
Bumps Blackwell, and other music news, so...
stay tuned...
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Welcome to
The 'Tales From The Woods' round up of gigs
where you really need to show your face.
Hi Gang,
Just ran down from page three to remind all you good folks that on Tuesday 22nd October I shall be
making my fifth visit to the studios of Radio Caroline, once again to play a few tunes associated with
artists who are about to appear on our shows or have already done so. Has a year really passed
since I was last in the studios of Caroline? Where does the time go?
I am sure that my five trips to Caroline must by now be surpassed by our most regular radio guest
and loyal Woodie, Peter Gold. I am sure that many of you have listened to Peter guesting on the
Dell Richardson 'Good Rockin Tonite' show from 6pm through to 9pm each and every Tuesday as
Peter always provides an interesting and entertaining choice of rockin’ sounds, Again Internet only,
sorry you folks who still rely on their trusty old valve wireless sets.
Ray Dexter writes and tells me he has recently heard from the MCPS that his song "Lovelight" has
been played on BBC TV, also his instrumental "Box Fanfare" has been played a few times already
on BBC Radio 1.
We also want to send best wishes to Ian McNeil who suffered a stroke on August 11th but the latest
news from Jeannette is that Ian is progressing well.
Once again we apologise for the absence of David Parker’s piece from this issue. He is currently
sojourning in the U S of A but promises to catch up on his return. Enjoy your trip Dave.
That's enough waffle from me, Time now to hand over to Mr Dave 'Jazz Junction' Carroll’s gig guide,
once again proving that all other guides are mere pretenders to Dave’s diversity.

The Gig List
Information is obtained from various sources and is hopefully accurate.
The advice ‘check before travelling’ remains sound.
October 2013
9
Wednesday
Slaid Cleaves
Cult Americana singer-songwriter at venue whose beer prices have risen exponentially in the last twelve
months.
The Slaughtered Lamb
£15
16
Wednesday Max Romeo
Reggae recording artist for over forty years. Hasn’t been troubled by a leaking roof for a long time.
Jazz Cafe
£20
17
Thursday
Darden Smith
American singer-songwriter
The Green Note, Camden
£10 adv
20
Sunday
Stefan Grossman
Noted fingerstyle guitarist who learnt from a mouth-watering list of blues greats (all sadly gone).
Half Moon, Putney £10 adv, £12 door
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22
Tuesday
Otis Gibbs
Americana artist still sporting a rural beard and anachronistic view of the world.
The Slaughtered Lamb
£12.50
23
Wednesday North Mississippi All Stars
The influence of RL Burnside and Junior Kimbrough is behind their latest album whose title is ‘World Boogie Is Coming’ – a bunker alert if ever I heard one.
100 Club
£16.50 + fees
23
Wednesday Eric Bibb
Folk-blues from Finnish resident.
Queen Elizabeth Hall £15 - £25
25
Friday
Andre Williams
Expect to be served greasy concoctions cooked in bacon fat.
The Blues Kitchen, Camden 7.00 pm to 3.00 am, Music 10.00 pm, Free before 9.30, £4 after
November 2013
3
Sunday
Paul Lamb & The Kingsnakes
North-east blues harmonica player and band at lunchtime session
The Hideaway, Streatham, Doors 12.00 pm, Music 2.00 pm,
£10
4
Monday
Femi Kuti
Maybe not as outstanding as his late father, but still very good.
Jazz Cafe
£22.50
6
Wednesday Earl Thomas
Eclectic performer who covers the four bases - blues, rock, soul & funk. Worth seeing if the odds are in
your favour.
The Blues Kitchen, Camden, 7.00 pm to 12.00 am, Music 9.45 pm, £17.50
6
Wednesday Hot Club Of Cowtown
Acoustic ‘Western Swing Trio’.
Cecil Sharp House £17.50
7
Thursday
Chris Smither
Entertaining American folk/ blues singer and fine guitarist who grew up in New Orleans.
Cecil Sharp House £12.50
8
Friday
The Dylan Project
Better than the real thing, and half the price. Who could ask for anything more?
The Borderline
£16.50
9
Saturday
Bonnie Dobson
Rare solo performance from Canadian songwriter of Morning Dew.
The Great Northern Railway Tavern, 67 High Street, Hornsey N87QB

£10

10
Sunday
Catfish Keith
Foot-stomping delta blues singer-songwriter explains why his latest CD is called ‘Honey Hole’.
Half Moon, Putney £14
14
Thursday
Ane Brun
Haunting Nordic ‘contemporary folk’ from Norwegian resident of Stockholm.
The Cabbage Patch, Twickenham
£12
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15
Friday
Maceo Parker
Saxophonist and stalwart member of James Brown’s band for many years.
Under The Bridge
£24 + fees
16
Saturday
As above
Under The Bridge

Maceo Parker
£24 + fees

16
Saturday
Jerimiah Marques & The Blue Aces
A new venue for the Sydenham Blues Club.
The Grape & Grain, Crystal Palace Collection
21
Thursday
Paul Lamb & The Kingsnakes
An Eel Pie Club promotion.
The Cabbage Patch, Twickenham
£12
24
Sunday
Bill Medley
No need to go to Branson, Missouri to see Righteous legend, though it might be cheaper. Support is Gary
Puckett, The New Drifters, and The Foundations.
Wembley Arena
£32.75 - £110 + delivery charges

2is 9/British Rock'n'Roll Heritage
Show at the Borderline
On Sunday January 26th 2014
Chris Andrews
Mike Berry
Jimmy Powell
Buddy Britten
Sam Hardie
Tales From The Woods Houseband
Rockin’ Ricky MC
John Howard DJ
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If you wish to be placed on our mailing list to receive the free on-line magazine (around six issues per annum),
occasional newsletters/round robin emails which advise all our subscribers of items of interest, reductions on all
TFTW gigs/merchandise, also reductions on other selected promotions, automatic invitations to all TFTW social
events, or if you wish to advertise in the UK’s only on-line roots music magazine, please contact

‘Tales from the Woods’
25 Queen Anne Avenue, Bromley, Kent, BR2 0SA
Telephone/Fax 020 8460 6941
Articles for publication can be e-mailed to

TFTW@blueyonder.co.uk

All subscribers receive a membership card. For those who do not possess a computer we send out black
and white paper copies of the mag which will incur a fee of £10 per year.

Remember - you’re only young twice...... Keith Woods
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